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GCHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Business, as we knew it today, is the result of a
long series of evolutionary phases, ^hile the principle of
having some commodity to sell to our fellow man has remained
the same, the methods and the quantities involved have
changed greatly. These changes are the most notable in
three of the fundamental elements of business; production,
selling, and finance.
During the early days of this country, production
was centered in the home, iilmost all families were self-
sufficient to a very large degree. The items purchased
either were brought from abroad or were obtained from a
neighbor, who had developed a skill In producing one parti-
cular article. As the home producer became especially pro-
ficient in producing one item, there was a tendency towards
concentration. If the item met with a demand, the home Pro-
ducer would most likely enlarge his scale of production.
He would hire additional workers, perhaps a younger relative
or a neighbor's son. As time went on anfl the demand contin-
ued, more workers would be hired. However, the management
of the enterprise would remain in the hands of the original
craftsman, who started the business. The tie between worker
and management was very close, in fact it was one of fellow
workers. Since management was also a part of production and

was able to maintain an on-the-spot observation of every
phase of the business, the control of operations was immedi-
ate. The selling function was very direct and simple
because most all production was based on the needs of the
immediate community only. The management of th e business
furnished the money for the needed tools and sunnlies so
that there ras no need of accounting to any outside parties.
It was in this phase of the business development that the
organization structure was the simplest and management con-
trol the most direct.
The continued growth of the country and the iu-
crease in demand for goods transferred production from the
home to the small factory with a force of fifty or a hundred
men. Even at this stage of the growth of the business; man-
agerial control over the functions of buying, producing,
selling and the keeping of records was so concentrated that
one man could still maintain a constant control over all of
the elements of management.
During the latter part of the nineteenth century,
business began to expand along the lines we know today. It
was a period of rapid expansion with little or no government
regulations. The control of the large corporations was main-
tained by men of great daring and ability ; the Hockafellers,
the Goulds, the Harrimans and the other promo tors of that era.
The financial promotors made large profits through the var-
ious consolidations of companies rather than through concen-
trating on efficient operations. This was an era of strong

8personalities who made their influence felt throughout the
organization. The men in the lower echelon of management
had grown uo with the business, and, therefore, they were
aided in their control of operations by an intimate knowledge
of every phase of operations.
The twentieth century brought into the world the
billion dollar corporations whose employees number in the
tens of thousands. It also brought along a radical change in
the conditions under which management must operate. The
close contacts with the various units of the organizatir. i
which toD management had previously been able to maintain
were no longer possible. The Increased number of employees
had caused delegation and redelegatlon of authority to be
the pattern or organization. Geographically, the assets and
operations of 1he enterprise have come to be spread over
wide areas - both rationally and internationally.
The great growth of the corporate enterprise has
caused managerial control to become more impersonal, and
management has been forced to look for new controls in order
to secure efficient operations. One of these controls, uoon
which management places great reliance, is the accounting
data.
As the period of rapid corporate growth came to an
end, mam gement turned its attention to scientific management
and general efficiency in all phases of operations. A« a
result, careful appraisal anr3 analysis of internal operations

9are constantly being performed . This analysis is normally
best made in both a physical and a financial sense, through
the analysis of the accounting data compiled as the results
of operations.
In writing of management's reliance upon account-
ing data, Jarchow say a:
The degree of success of a business is
almost wholly due to the quality of its
management. In or^er to successfully
direct a business, management must have
first-hand knowledge of the results of
operations. This knowledge of the bus-
iness is based largely on the constant
flow of reports from the accounting
sections of the various operations. (1)
Internal auditing, like accounting, has developed
in answer to certain needs created by the growth of the cor-
porate form of business. The increase in size of the aver-
age business organization has led to greater reliance on
accounting data in order to control the operations of the
various units of this organization. This greater reliance
on accounting data has in turn resulted in a need for ver-
ification of the accuracy of the data. The internal audit-
ing functions hf>. s developed to give management a tool for
the verification, analysis and review which is so vitally
needed
•
Another change that has caused management to seek
(1). Christian E. Jarchow. "Controller shin and
the Internal Auditor', Internal Auditing
Looks Ahead, ( .lew York : fh~e InsFTlbute of
TntemsTT "Em ito rs, 1949), p. 29.

new methods of control is the increased regulations that have
"been placed on their actions. flever before in the history of
the TJnited States has man agem en t been hampered by federal and
state legislation that place recrn irement s on management in the
way of resorts, registrations and taxes. This increased regu-
lation of private enterprise has Placed an increased respon-
sibility on management.
The reqtiirement for accurate data, and the need for
constant appraisal of the various operating processes and Pro-
cedures to determine if all of the various legislative
requirements are being met has created a need for an appraisal
agency within the organization.
The great concentration of wealth in the large cor-
porations, the large number of workers and their families who
depend on selling their services to the corporation for their
livelihood, and the large number of absentee owners have
created a responsibility which top-manageraent owes to a large
part of the population.
Top-management can no longer excuse errors of Judge-
ment by passing the blame down the mam ge rial ladder. The
spotli^it of -publicity has been turned on management by the
press, in stockholder meetings and by the many government
agencies. I.'ore stockholders are demanding the details of
operations of the enterprise in which they have invested
their savings. The Security and Exchange Commission's regu-
lations have forced Management to vouch for significant finan-
cial facts concerning the financial data of their company.

Fanagement is thus placed in a position where it mist have
data which has been verified as to its accuracy.
Hald writes of this new responslMlity of manage-
ment and says:
To justify the confidence of invest-
ors and safeguard its harmony with
labor, management must exercise con-
tinual and unbiased supervision and
review of all company activities.
Obviously the task it too great for
top management without employing com-
petent and organized assistance. (1)
At no time in the history or development of Ameri-
can business has the responsibility of top management been
greater than it is today. It is the function of ton manage-
ment to determine the common ends toward which effort shall
be directed and to maintain coordination between specialized
functions or departments. The coordination of activities
calls for an appraisal of the various units to determine if
they are following the procedures and methods laid down by
top management. Moreover, a review of the operations must be
made to determine whether the results achieved by the various
operations are up to the standards set by ton management
.
For these reasons internal auditing has been developed as a
means of aiding management in its problem of coordination.
However, even with the recognition of the new con-
(1). Arthur E. Hald, jjThe Functions of the
Internal Auditor", Internal Auditing
^hllosophj and Prac tTce , ( Stamford
,
Connecticut : Brock" aiwT Wall ston, 1944),
p. 4.

trol problem of modern management, there ha 1 not always been
a recognivion that management can obtain a tool that will aid
by adding an extra pair of "eyes and ears" to management con-
trols. This tool Is Internal auditing. t?ven among those
that recognize that Internal auditing can be an aid to man-
agement, there remains a gre«t lack of understanding of the
scope of Internal auditing and the Possibilities of its func-
tion as a tool of management.
The lack of recognition of the full Possibilities
of internal auditing is in part due to the comparative new-
ness of the function. Of this newness, Brink says:
Why is it that American industrial cor-
porations have not recoil ized to a greater
extent the benefits to be obtained through
internal auditing, and why have the pro-
grams by which the M benefits mi^it be ob-
tained not been more effectively developed?
The answers to these Questions involve many
factors which overlap and are inter-related.
There are, on the one hand, general factors
such as newness of the subject and the lack
of explanatory material which has been de-
veloped for those persons engaged with the
internal aufl iting problem, while on the
other hand, there are the causes arising
out of the deficiencies of the various part-
icipating groups. (1)
Even on the part of the accounting and auditing
personnel, there is often a failure to understand the real
nature of internal auditing and its opportunities of serving
management •
(1) Victor Z. Brink, Internal Auditing, (New
York: The ^onald Press Company, 1941),
p. 492.

°urpo 36
The major purpose of this study is to review the
field of internal auditing and to oresent the current thought
as to the services which ton management should expect and
obtain from the internal auditing group. It is the further
purpose to point out how, as a tool of management, internal
auditing ha s progressed beyond the arithmetical verification
of accounts, records and financial statements. Further, it
is also the purpose to show the growth of internal auditing
into a complete intra-corapany financial and operational re-
view, embracing in addition to accounting accurace, perfect-
ion of the system of internal control and reliable assurance
of adherence to standards of performance and to established
policies and procedures.
Terminology
since internal auditing has exnerienced its great-
est growth over the oast fifteen years, there still exists a
certain confusion of terms used In the discussion of the sub-
ject* In order to establish a firm footing, the terminology
of certain related terms used in this paper will be discussed
In this paper, the term "internal auditing group"
or " internal auditing department" is used to indicate the act
ivity of auditing carried on by employees within the company
whose specific job is the review and appraisal of the
company's operations.

The definition of the tern "internal auditing"
has been given as follows:
Internal auditing is the independent
anpraisal activity within an organi-
zation for the review of the account-
ing, financial and other operations
as a basis for the orotective and con-
structive service to management. It
is a type of control which functions by
measuring and evaluating the effective-
ness of other types of control. It deals
primarily with accounting and financial
natters, but it may also prone rly deal
with the matters of an operating nature. (1)
It is felt that the above definition fully covers
the term as used in this paper. The definition gives a com
plete coverage to the modern concent of the function of in-
ternal auditing.
The term "internal auditing" should not be con-
fused with the term "internal check".
The ^necial Committee on Terminology of the Amer-
ican Institute of Accountants gives the following definitio
for the term "internal check":
Internal Check: A system under which
the accounting methods and details of
an establishment are so laid out that
the accounts and procedures are not
under the absolute and independent con-
trol of any one person - that, on the
contrary, the work of one employee is
(1) Charles J. Pue, "Responsibilities of the
ntemal Auditor". The Internal Auditor
~entember, 1947), TTr~2flH;

compliment ary to that of another -
and that a continuous audit of the
business Is made by employees. (1)
Tt should be kept In mind tha t while the Internal
auditing group may recommend Improvements In the system of in-
ternal check and may appraise or review the operations of the
system, the two are distinct and different elements in modern
business controls.
The term "outside auditor" is used to indicate an
auditor or a group of auditors from a public accounting firm.
It is the responsibility of the outside auditor to review the
company's books and to issue an independent certificate as to
the accuracy of the financial statements, V%ile the outside
auditors' field of operation covers more than the annual aud-
it, the annual audit will be the only operation treated in
this paper since it is the most important function performed
by them for the average corporate enterprise.
The term "management" is used to indicate the
upper level of supervision. This group consists of executives
who are concerned with the business as a whole rather than
the divisional management, who are directly responsible for
the various departments or divisions of the company.
The term "control has two aspects in this paper,
managerial control and internal control.
(1) Keport of the Special Committee on
Terminology of the American Institute
of Accountants, Accounting Terminology
,
(New York: D. Aopleton Century Co.,"inc.
1931), p. 37.

The following description of managerial control gives the
elements of the term as used in this paper:
^ach Plan of control embraces the
following elements: an objective
establishing what it is desired to
accomplish; procedure specifying
how, when and by whom the plan is
to be executed; criteria as to what
constitutes good performance; and
appraisal' as to how well it was
done. (1)
The internal auditing is a part of managerial con-
trol in that it is a principal means for appraising and
evaluating the results of the performance.
The term "internal control'' as used in this paper
may be defined as follows:
The scientific distribution of duties
and responsibi li tie s which is made by
an organization in order to establish
a system of checks and balances so de-
signed that the activity of one officer
or employee independently performing
his own prescribed work will check auto-
matically, continuously and with little
or no duplication, the work of another
or others, (2)
(1) . Paul E. Holden, Lounsbury ft« Pish
and Herbert L» with, Top-Manage -
ment Organization And Control,
{ Stanford , Cal ITorn ia : "Stanford
University Press, 1943), V* 9,
(2) , John B« Thurston, Basic Internal Aud -
iting Principles An^TTechnlques
,
T^cranton, Pennsylvania: Interna t
-
ional Textbook Company, 1949) p. 8.

Objectives
The general objectives of this paoer ape as foll-
ows:
1. A survey of the present day
concepts of internal auditing.
2. The consideration:? of how
these concepts can be
applied by management as a
tool of control.
The first of these objectives concerns the
nature of internal auditing and its various functions.
It involves research into the gradual evolution of in-
ternal auditing functions from one of mere arithmetical
checking to the nresent day status of an indenendent
investigating a nd annraising arm of top management.
The second objective concerns the specific ser-
vices and their relations to the apnralsal element of man-
agerial control. In considering the second objective, the
ideal operation of Internal auditing will be presented.
In regards to the second objective, this study
will show how the extension of the full functions of intern-
al auditing can mean the difference between a highly efficient
staff organization that can serve as an extra pair of ''eves
and ears" for management and a plodding group of
arithmetical verifiers.

Scope
This paper is written from the managerial rather
than from the accountants 1 point of view. The services end
aids which management can gain from internal auditing will
be emoha sized. The details and the mechanics of the var-
ious tynes of audits will not come into the scone of this
naner •
?nile internal auditing has its woots in
accounting, the present day tendency is to make internal
auditing an extension of management. 'Hie function of
review and appraisal of the various operations has ,'^iven
internal auditing a wider scope of onerstions. It is no
longer bound by purely statistical and financial consider-
ations, but has assumed the managerial viewpoint.
The scope of this study is not confined by the
operations of any 3in^Le organization. Father, it covers
all of the major functions that should be nerformed by an
alert, well-organized and wel 1-crualified internal audit-
ing staff.

CHAPTER II
INTERNAL AUDITING
Internal Auditing Defined
In Chapter I, a common definition of internal
auditing was given • "liile it defines the term in general,
there are many other elements involved which are not fully
"brought out in the definition* Thurston, in his recent book
gives a more detailed and comprehensive definition of intern
al auditing as follows :-
Internal auditing i3 the determination
by an organization's own employees (1)
that its records and reports reflect
actual operations and results fairly,
accurately and promptly; (2) that est-
ablished controls are not only adequate
for the full protection of the company,
Its owners, its management and its em-
ployees, but also that these are effect-
ively maintained and (3) that each
department or other unit Is carrying
out the plans, policies and procedures
for which it is responsible. (1).
The above definition shows that only a part of the
duties of the internal auditing ^roup is directlv connected
with auditing as the term is understood by the majority of
the people.
To some extent, internal auditing suffers by its
name. Auditing is usually thought of as the science of the
(1). J. B# Thurston, Pa sic Internal Auditing
Principle
s
And Techniques*]! C^cranton,
Pennsylvania : " International Text Book
Coraoany, 1949), p. 1.

20
Examination of accounts and the verification of entries to
these accounts bv means of approved procedures* The pur-
pose of the examination, as the usual connotation of aud-
iting holds, is to enable the auditors to form sound opin-
ions regarding the accounts and financial statements of the
company being audited.
Modern internal auditing is a much broader field.
The routine checking and verification of accounts is only
one Phase of the operation. With the introduction of machine
accounting, clerical errors have been greatly reduced; thus,
part of the need for checking has been eliminated. However,
it should be emphasized that continued need exists for con-
stant attention to the adequacy of the methods of internal
control and to the maintenance of established standards of
accounting and operations.
In writing of the evolution of internal auditing,
Thurston says:
Internal auditing is no longer the
narrow checking operation it was in
the past* Today internal auditing
is recognized as the examination of
the f motioning of an organization's
own officers or employees for the
purpose of determining whether or not
established methods, policies, proced-
ures, and practices are being followed
and whether they are being followed
both effectively and efficiently. (1)
(1). John B « Thurston, "Modern Internal
Auditing And Its Relationship to
Industrial Engineering", The Internal
-Auditor
,
(March, 1949), pp. 2"§^29*

However, since the term "internal auditing" has
been applied to the activity of internal appraisal or review
from its beginning, it is only natural that the name has
stayed with the function, even though the activity has pro-
gressed beyond the narrow confines of the financial audit.
Internal auditing does not ignore the underlying respon-
sibilities of the accounting audit, but it uses the basic
processes of the accounting audit only as a starting point
for review by which It can make greater contributions to
management througi constructive analysis and appraisal of
operations •
In speaking of the constructive concept of the
internal auditing function, Cunningham says:
While the auditor is charged with a rather
wide and a varied type of policing service
including the detection of fraud and error,
it is the constructive service which he
renders which enhances the value of his
work. The internal aulijpor who renders
no more than "protect ive
r
services has
not yet attained professional status; he
is merely performing a clerical routine -
a dicing service, (l)
As a bases for the discission of the work of the
internal auditing group, the organizational level of the
department an! the type of internal auditing performed must
first be discussed. This review or discussion is necessary
(IV E.H.CunnIngham f "Internal Auditing -
A tool of Management", The Internal
Auditor, (Becemter, 1948 ) , p.TS".

because the 3cooe of operations, the masters with which the
internal a if. 'tor will concern himself, the techniques he
will concern himself, the technioues he will use to achieve
his objective, his independence of action, tie method of
style of reporting, and many other factors will vary with
the different byoe3 of internal auditing.
Organizat ional Type s of Internal Auditing
The failure to recognize the various organiza-
tional types of internal auditing is perhaps the principal
reason for some of the misunderstandings the t frequently
arise when the subject of internal auditing is being dis-
cussed. Internal auHtinr maybe grouped into four major
organization types. These are: (l) Proprietorship Internal
Auditing; (2) Management Interna 1 Auditing; (3) Staff
Internal Auditing; and (4) Departmental Internal Auditing.
V-hen the internal auditing group is completely
independent of all othe r management personnel and is
appointed by and is responsible only to the owner of a sole
proprietorship, or the partners of a partnership, or the
directors of a corporation; the internal auditing function
is termed Proprietorship Internal Auditing. In this type of
internal auditing, the internal auditing group is directly
concerned with all Phases of operation and management. As
a result, the activities of this type of auditing group are
the widest in scope of any of the four types.

The term "management internal auditing" refers to
the fu nctionin/T: of an internal auditing group apnointed by
the nre^ident, the executive vice-president, or other manage-
ment authority who hold a similar level of resoon sibility.
The internal auditi*^ t^ roup is independent of all other per-
sonnel below thin strata of te gemenfc. Xtl duties and
scooe are much the same as the nroprietor ship tyne of in-
ternal auditing. However, it la I renresenta tive and an
appraiser for top administrative management rather than
the oroprietor3hip or trustee function of ton management.
The staff type of internal auditing is the type
most freouently encountered in the large corporate organ-
iaations. The head of the internal auditing staff is
usually aooointed by the v ic e-°re sldtnt in Charge of Finance,
The Treasurer, The Controller, or by some other staff officer
holding a relative rank in the organization. The internal
auditing group has no authority to function outside of the
area of responsibility of the staff member to whom it
reports. In many organizations, the Financial Vice-presi-
dent or the Controller has n company-wide responsibility or
authority vtoich usually stems directly from the board. As
a result, the scooe of the internal auditors' work is also
company-wide. It covers all of the activities over which the
staff member, to vfc om the intern a] auditor reports, has
authority
.
Vfoen the fti notion of internal auditing is confined

to the limits of a department, the function is termed
departmental internal auditing. The head of the internal
auditing grouo is appointed by and reports to the head
of the denartment in which he serves. Care should be taken
to differentiate between those departmental activities which
are truly of an auditing nature and those activities which
are merely a part of the internal check.
Functional Type s of Auditing
The second consideration that should he made in
discussing internal auditing, is to define the various func-
tional types of auditing. As in the various organisational
levels of internal auditing, the scope, objectives, techniques
and style of reporting will vary with each type of auditing
work. The functional types may be broken down into three
main groupings as follows: (1) continuous audits, (2)
feature air* its, and (3) periodic audits.
The continuous type of audit may be broken down
into two classifications; the pre-aui it and the nost-atjdit
.
These two classifications varv only in respect to the time
the internal auditing group performs the work. The contin-
uous audit is used where it is desired to have all trans-
actions verified.. The auditing is performed largely by
departmental internal auditors; such as Disbursements Aud-
itors, Accounts Payable Auditors and Payroll Auditors. This
type of audit is usually found in the cases of geographi-
cally diversified operations which are too small to permit

the full operations of a good system of Internal control.
Continuous audits are usually oerformed in such a restricted
field that they should be considered a minor function,
although an important one in certain operations, of the en-
tire picture of internal auditing as it is used by management.
Feature auditing consists of examining one phase
of operations at a time. Some of the more common functions
of this type of audit are audit of cash receipts, payroll
audits, accounts receivable, circularly ation and observing
and checking of physical inventory counts. The frequency of
feature audits will depend on type of operation under review
and the requirements of the various departments concerned.
The periodic audit covers a review of all the
operations of a plant or unit being audited* Periodic audits
are generally emoloyed when a company's operating and
accounting activities are diversified and are located at more
than one place. In large corporate organizations where
resident internal auditors as well as traveling internal
auditors are on the auditing staff, the resident auditors
generally nerform th^ feature audits while the traveling
auditors make the periodic examinations or audits.
The organizational structure and the objectives to
be accomplished determine which type of audit will he used
in a specific case. All of the above mentioned audits may
be utilized to make up the entire urogram of review per-
formed by the internal auditing department.

History
The function of internal auditing differed materi-
ally in the past between companies as it continues to differ
today. As a result of this difference, a clear pattern is
not revealed in the evolution of internal auditing. How-
ever, certain definite trends in the concents and respon-
sibilities of internal auditing can he seen.
In the days trior to machine accounting and
systems of internal control which are a basic part of
accounting today, much of the so-called internal auditing
was directed at assuring the greatest possible accuracy of
reco d3 and reports and the checking of postings, extensions
and footings. This type of auditing was strictly non-pro-
ductive. It was a duplication of effort and was considered
as a wasteful but a necessary evil. As the result of concen-
trating on this type of auditing, internal auditing was
looked upon as 3trictly a verifying procedure with little or
nothing constructive to offer to management.
In the past, internal auditing was often established
as an appraisal function after a fraud has been committed,
^ince auditing was looked upon only as a means of preventing
or detecting fraud, it was only natural that the basic func-
tion of the Internal auditing group was that of assuring
protection of the physical assets; and all other considera-
tions were directed towards this err1 .
hile management did not always fully recognize tbc

full Possibilities of Internal auditing as a control function
in the past, some of the more far- thinking auditors saw that
internal auditing had the fundamental reoriirements needed to
aid management in it 9 control of "business.
Thurston, in his recent book Ba sic Internal Audit-
ing °rincinles and Techniques, mentions that Monroe Kirkman
stated as far back as 1877 that the vigorous discharge of
the duties of an internal auditor If not a matter of judg-
ment, but that the internal auditor is expected at all times
to make use of all the possibilities of his position for the
protection of the interest of the companv he represents.
In 1912 a book written by Reginald Arthur Daven-
port recognized the future expansion of internal auditing.
Davenrort pointed out that while this profession was not a
new one, it was only on the threshold of its ultimate use-
fullness. i Te explained that the internal auditor's work
should not be confined to a mere mechanical audit of the
accounts, but it wa? the internal auditor's duty to observe
and report upon all phases of the welfare of tiie company he
represents. Davan nor t contended that the field of internal
auditing was, and is, so broad that not even the most pro-
gressive members of the profession had a real conception of
its possibilities*
Although there were a few far-sifted men in the
field who were able to foresee the possibilities for active
participation as an a id to management, the majority of man-
agement, and even the auditors themselves, regarded the

internal auditing function as being restricted within the
narrow confines of arithmetical verification of accounting
data.
The interest in internal auditing arose largely
since the turn of the century. ^Hiring this period, the con-
cents of the duties of the internal auditor, his object-
ive**, and the scone of hi? work have broadened materially.
The new responsibility and functions of internal auditing
are being used by management as a means of furthering the
efficiency of the modern corporate organization.
Reasons for Recognitio n and Growth
Since early business organizations were compara-
tively small, their cwners or the managerial, representatives
of the owners were able to personally exercise direct con-
trols over operations. Asa result, little more than the
policing of the accounting function was needed to assure
proper control over the various phases of operations. ' ith
the expansion of the corporate organization, management was
no longer in a position to exercise direct control over all
of the far flung operations.
In the preface of a recent boo1* on ton management
reouirement s, J. Hugh Jackson makes the following comments
in regards to the growth of ttie business organization and
the necessity for the additional delegation of authority:
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Chief executives themselves are gen-
erally aware of the many orobleras of
co-ordination and control which con-
stantly beset them* However, exper-
ience has shown that many times ex-
pansion In management organizations
are the results of immediate necess-
ity and a ccordingly the organization
planning goes no further than to solve
the problem currently in hand. The
allocation of important functions on
such a basis can only result, sooner
or later- in a management organization
which, although it may be moderately
successful in attaining results, will
speedily become ao cumbersome and leth-
argic as to lose most of its effective-
ness. (1)
Thus, in the larger corporations, there has arisen
a need for a logical, well-Planned system for delegating
authority. Vhe corporate structure may be divided into a
number of sub-groups based on the functioning of the comp-
any or into a number of divisions if there are a number of
diversified operations. In either type of structure, the
managers of the various divisions are given a broad delega-
tion of responsibility and authority with top management
serving as a staff to supervise, advise and assist the var-
ious divisional units. However, the responsibility of ton-
management for staff supervision of the various subsidiary
units cannot be properly exercised without definite, accurate
and conolete knowledge of the functioning of these units.
(1). ? . E« Holden Lounsbury, S, Fish, and
Hubert L. Smitti, Top-?!ana gement
Organization ^nd Control , { '-tan ford
,
California : Stanford Universitv °ress,
?948), p. VII.

Internal auditing has grown to fill the need for an apprais-
al organization which will assure management that the opera-
ting statements, which are one of the principal gauges of
results, have heen preoared according to the prescribed
rules and orocedures.
Top management is definitely operating by remote
control. This very remoteness from the actual field of oper-
ations is why the internal auditing function has assumed a
new position in management with a vastly wider field of oper-
ations. The remoteness calls for an extension of the "eyes
and ears" of management. In speaking of the separation of
management from the operating units, Cunningham says:
It matters not how able his staff may
be, nor how well the integrated pattern
of management may be formed, defects
and deterioration are sure to develop
unless vigilant surveys and evaluations
are maintained. (1)
The recognition of the need for internal auditing
la often made only after serious difficulties arise in the
organization. Vr # Reitzel, Controller of Sun Oil Company, wa
one of the leaders in recognizing the need. The Sun Oil Com
pany inaugurated internal auditing in 1923. in writing of
the recognition of the need for an anpralsal and a reviewing
agency, Feitzel stated:
(1). E. H. Cunningham, "Internal Auditing -
A Tool Of Management", ^he Internal
Auditor
,
(December, 194R
) , p. 17.

It was apparent that there was some-
thing missing in the organization of
these large corporations . Eventually
came to the conclusion that it was
lack of modem internal auditing, lack
of men who could float around and see
that things were being done correctly,
men who could co-ordinate one man with
another and one job with another. (1)
Management had long recognized that inspection
of production was necessary in order to obtain standard
quality. However, the need for inspection of functions not
related directly to produc tion was not always seen.
Cunningham ver-"- aptly sums up the situation as follows:
Kecognizing that inspection of
management functions, clerical rou-
tines and operating activities is
as essential as inspection on the
production line, management utilizes
internal auditing for the purpose of
securing the benefits of an independ-
ent and objective review and aopraisal
of ita many responsibilities. (2)
Lianagement has developed systems of internal con-
trol as an automatic device for the assurance that company
policies and procedures will be effectively carried out and
for preventing and detecting accounting errors and fraudu-
lent use of company assets. *£he number of controls making
up an entire system of internal control will vary with the
1. F. it Reitzel, "Modern Internal
Auditing", Internal Aiaa it lng A
New Management Technique, (Stam-
ford , G;^v>ectrcut
u
s ftrock and
Wsllston, 1943), p. 6J«
2. E.H.Cunningham, "Internial Auditing
A Tool of Management 9
rVhe Internal
Auditor
,
( December,^L94..PTf vTTT.

size and the reouirements of the enterprise, ^ome of the
most common types of controls utilized by management are:
budgetary control, cost control, production control, in-
ternal check, Internal auditing and many others of similar
nature.
While internal auditing is listed along with
other managerial controls, it is of a different character
in that it supplements rather than complements the other
forms of control.
In writing of the internal auditing groups' pos-
ition in the scheme of Internal control, Thurston states:
In any large business, internal
auditing is the keystone of internal
control. In other words, no system
of internal control can be considered
adequate or complete unless it
includ es internal auditing. Even if
a perfect system of internal control
existed, with each transaction broken
down into stens that count erchecked one
another in the hands of different
employees, internal auditing still
would be necessary. (1)
The necessity for internal auditing arises from
the constant need for appraisal to determine whether each
step of the control is functioning as planned and to re-
cognize needs for changes resulting from changing
conditi ons •
( 1). J. B, Thurston, 3asic Internal
Auditing Practices and"Tecli.nlque 3
( Scranton , ^ ennsyIva nia : Infcer-
national Textbook co., 1949) p. 17.

Thurston compares thir; need to thot of an auto-
matic machine needing sn inspector, when no say a.
The perfect system of internal con-
trol may be compared to a modern
power plant that is designed to he
completely automatic in operations.
3uch a plant would not be left with-
out some supervision, A trained
engineer would be assigned to check
it and maintain it. The internal
auditor is the "treined engineer*
assigned to check and maintain the
system of internal control. (1)
It has been only during the past few years t3iat
internal auditing has cone to he recognized as an arm of
top management. The recognition has come about partly
through the awakening of management to the fact that a
definite need existed. However, the internal auditing
function would not have been called unon unless it was able
to adopt itself to the changing conditions. Internal audit
ing could not have achieved its present standing as an arm
of management unless the results nir>duced justified the
endeavor.
While the present day concept of internal
auditing has its basis in the auditing of accounting record
and financial statements, it has broadened its scope of
activities into a wider area of managerial responsibilities
(1). "ibid", d. 17.
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Thurston presents the extent of expansion as
follows
:
Today those v;ho unci erstand it,
(internal auditing), recognize it
as a technique for providing top
management with many important facts
it wo laid not otherwise have; for in-
suring adherence to budgetary stand-
ards; for securing observance of
company policies; for establishing
adherence to laws, regulations and
contract terms by officers and down-
the -line-executives; for calling
attention to the inadeouacy of many
types of phvsical property in their
use; for weeding out incompetent
personnel and for highlighting tal-
ent; and for following up the work
of the industrial engineer by seeing
that new methods, procedures and
practices, once installed, are main-
tained. (1)
( |f J • B« Thurston, Basic inte rn al
Auditing Practices and Techniques,
[ Hcranton, Pennsylvania:
International Textbook Co., 1949)
pp. 28-29.

CHAPTER III
MANAGEMENT'S VIEWPOINT DKTFRW INES
exthit of memwkt auditor* nctrrsrata
One of the prime differences between the internal
auditor and the cut side auditor i^ that the internal
auditor's or imary responsibility la to corporate management,
while the outside auditor's primary responsibility is to the
stockholders of the corporation. As a result, the outside
auditor's primary concern is with the soundness of the fin-
ancial statements upon which he expresses his opinion.
The internal auditor's concern It prinarllly with con-
structive analyses and appraisals which top management
needs in controlling the various operations. As a result,
the extent of the internal auditor's activities is bound by
the limits set up by management.
Restrictions on Activities
The activities are sometimes liTited to appraisal
and review of accounting and financial data. S-Qch limita-
tions placed on the activities of the Internal auditing
group are unfortunate since they deprive other departments
and units of the organization of the means of securing inde-
pendent analysis and appraisal of operations, or elae they
compel them to set up individual staffs of investigators to
perform the appraisal and review function for which the
background and training of the internal auditor is best
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suited. The use of multiple departmental staffs of investi-
gators is obviously uneconomic and inefficient.
In other cases, far-sighted executives have taken
advantage of the Internal auditor's training and qualifica-
tions by giving him a wide latitude In action and expression.
As a result of this wide variation, it is difficult to set
definite limits in describing the internal auditing group's
reapons lb 13 i ty •
Since the reporting responsibility of most In-
ternal auditing groups is to top management, the effect-
iveness of the internal auditing function is limited by
management's policy making and policy execution.
Payte states that management has definite
responsibilities in setting the policies and following them
throu^i so that it can gain the greatest benefit from in-
ternal auditing. In this connection he says:
Management must f ir3t define in gen-
eral terms the objectives of the in-
ternal auditor and, secondly, through
active suDoort, must impress on the
operating personnel the need for their
co-operation with the Internal auditor
to attain that objective* Lacking these
fundamental supports, the internal
aid i tor can operate only with the
sufferance of those audited, (1)
(1> ^enry L. ^ayte, "The Effect of Manage-
ment Policies on the Activities of the
Internal Auditor", Internal Aud it ing
Philosophy and ?racHe e , T^tamford
,
"Connecticut": "Brock an? Vallston, 1944),
p. 66.
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It can be seen that if management wants to obtain
the full benefits of an independent appraisal and review,
the extent to which they are able to accomolish this end is
determined by the policies which management adopts* If max-
imum results are to be obtained, policies must be broad,
well thou^it out and coordinated.
In determining the policies that will bovern the
functioning of the internal auditing group, management
should be guided by the fundamental considerations used in
the determination of all policies. Payte states the consid-
erations that should be made by management as fbllows:-
The first decision to be made concerns
the area of audit activities. There are
gradations in internal auditing. Con-
sideration mist be given to questions of
whether the audit should be limited, let
us say, to a check of accounting records;
or to be all-inclusive, covering all
phases of the business where auditing can
be effectively applied; or somewhere in
between. (1)
The above qiBstion cannot be answered until man-
agement has a clear understanding of what internal auditing
can accomolish and some idea of what the company needs in
the way of a review agency.
(1). Henry L. **ayte, "The Effect of
Management Policies on the
Activities of the Internal Auditor",
Internal Aud ltlng philosophy and
Ifactice , ( Stamford , connectTcuTT
Brock Wallston, 1944), p. 66.

Reporting Responsibility
Since independence is basic to the effectiveness
of the internal auditing program, the chief auditor should
be made responsible to an officer of sufficient rank in the
organization as will assure adequate consideration or action
on the findings and recommendations of the Internal auditing
group
.
The position of the officer to whom the internal
auditor reports determines to a large degree the place of
the Internal auditing group in the corporate structure.
In order to be fully effective, the internal auditor must
be free of departmental obligations, Influence, or bias,
and be able to take a broad objective viewpoint based
solely upon the best interest of the company as a whole.
He must be in a position to investigate and call attention
to unsatisfactory conditions in any division or department
and to initiate recommendations toward their correction.
This independence of view noint and r ction is rendered
difficult if the internal auditor reports to the head of one
of the divisions or departments concerned because the inter-
ests of the internal auditor may conflict with those of his
superior.
It is generally agreed t the internal auditor
should report to someone higher than the departmental level
.
It is further agreed that to be of the widest possible ser-
vice, consideration should be given to the advisability of
including the internal auditor in the general company exec-
utive group. However, current writing on the subject pre-
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sents two distinct theories a a to *hom the internal auditor
should owe his reporting responsibility.
The first school of thought stresses the need for
independence of action if the internal auditing group is to
function satisfactorily. This group believes that the board
of directors should have a determining voice in the selection
of the internal auditors and that the chief auditor should
report directly to the board. It li believed that internal
auditing is one of the principal means whereby a board of
directors can discharge their trusteeship function.
In support of the noint of view that the chief
auditor should renort directly to the board of directors,
Thurston states:
The board of directors, acting as a
trustee, represents the owners of the business.
It is the board's duty to safeguard and
further the stockholders' interests, determine
basic policies and the general course of
the business, appraise the adequacy of
over-all results, and, in general protect
and make the most effective use of the
company's assets. It is fbr this reason,
that, in many important corporations the
internal auditor reports directly to the
board of directors either through the
auditing or the chairman of the board, or
functionally to the board through the
president. (1)
( 2s. John B . Thurston, Basic Internal Auditing
Principle s and TecHhinues, (^cranton,
Pennsylvania : International Textbook Co.,
1949), p. 29.

Mr. War then supports the theory that the chief
auditor should report to the board of directors by making
the following observations based on the services rendered
by the internal auditing group:
To accomplish all of this, the auditor
must be olaced in an independent posi-
tion. He must not be told what to audit
or what not to audit by a comptroller,
treasurer, or anyone responsible for the
keeping of the records or the handling
of funds* He must be free to make an un-
biased check on all transactions covering
income and disbursements and to safeguard
all assets. He must be free to criticize
company policies and report any mismanage-
ment without fear of reprisals. In this
position he would also rank with top-man*
agement. He should, therefore, report to
the Board of directors, or to a top exec-
utive who will furnish the necessary pro-
tection should he step on any toes in the
performance of his duties. (1)
The viewpoint expressed above by the two writers
considers the internal auditing group as serving the trustee-
ship zone of management only.
The second viewpoint, that the internal auditor
should renort to the administrative or general management
zone of the organization, holds that internal auditing has
found its greatest usefulness in the service of the latter
group. There are several arguments put out favoring the
theory that the greatest utilization of the internal audit-
ing function is in the zone of administrative management
(1). Harry H. arthen,"An Auditors delations ,fi'ith
'The Stockholders, The Directors, And The Man-
agement", Internal Auditing philosophy And
"ractlce, ( Stamford, Connecticut: Brock &
WOTsTon, 1944), p. 76.
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rather than the tresteeshi^ zone. It is felt that the&eleg-
ations of authority made by the trusteeship zone has not been
as great or as detailed as the delegations made by the ad-
ministrative zone. Therefore, the need by the trusteeship
zone for an appraisal or review agency is not an great as
that of the administrative zone.
F'ore over, a survey of the adherence to broad basic
policies, operations of major financial procedures, and
functions of a similar nature is adequately handled by the
outside accountant in the course of his annual audit. The
reoort of the outside auditor Is directed toward the stock-
holders and the board of directors who represent the interests
of the stoclcholdera •
A basic principal of organization is that the line
of responsibility of a staff unit should be with that part
of the organization to which the greatest service is rendered.
Using as a criteria the services rendered by internal audit-
ing, it would apnear that the internal auditor should report
to the administrative management who are concerned with over
all operations of the company.
The review and appraisal functions of the internal
auditor naturally result in the organization of recommend-
ations for the correction of errors or improvement of
systems or orocedures. Thus, the internal auditing group
should

report to the segment of management which is in control of
administrating the operating function. In sneaking of plac-
ing the recommendations into effect, ^llis says:
The responsibility for placing them
in effect belongs with the administ-
rative positions not T#ith the Dir-
ectors and so, if the auditor were
to report to the directors and make
recommendations directly to them he
would be challenging the judgment
and authority of the "resident and
sooner or later place the directors
in the position of having to make a
choice between his recommendations
and those of the President. In such a
position the auditor would be of little
service to the presidlnt or the
Directors, (l)
It is felt that since the auditing function re-
views the details of operations that the trusteeshio
function would have no interest in the detailed variations
from policies and procedures laid down by administrative
management. The second school of thought on the reporting
responsibility of the internal auditor believes that since
the internal a\rlitor is concerned with the day-to-day
appraisal of soecific operating data that the auditor should
report to someone closer to the scene of one rations than
the board of directors.
However, within this second school of thought,
there is a variation in the thinking as to which
(1). L. L. Ellis, "Organization respon-
sibilities of the Internal Auditor ,
^e Internal Auditoi?, ('eptember,
1M6), p. 5K«

administrative officer the Internal auditor should owe his
reporting responsibility.
A very sound argument is -out forward that the aud-
itor should he independent of the treasurer's department and
some even carry the argument to the Point where the internal
auditor should he completely independent of the controller's
department. The basis for this thinking is that if the in-
ternal auditor reports to one of the financial officials,
the internal auditor would loose a large part of his inde-
pendence of action because the larger amount of the
auditor's time and effort is spent in the survey and
appraisal of financial and accounting operations.
In support of this viewpoint, ^rink says:
As to which officer of the management the
internal, auditor should report, the best
general answer appears to be the president
or to an officer acting directly as an
assistant to the president. Certainly
the internal auditor should not report to
the treasurer or the chief accounting
officer because if this were done he would
be under a person who la directly in
charge of operations which could not then
be audited in an independent manner. (1)
There is an alternate solution to the problem
based on the theory that since internal auditing is a part
(1). Victor Z. Brink, Manageria l Control
Through Internal £ud it ing , " ( fttam fiord
,
Connecticut J Hrock and Wal 13 ton, 1943
)
p. 76.

of the over-all picture of internal control, the auditor
should report to an authority who hag a direct line responsi-
bility for the various controls, -nurston suggests that a
position of an assistant president, who would be responsible
for all of the managerial control functions, be created, He
suggests the title of Vice-President - Management Controls
for this position.
The theory that internal auditing as a control
function should most logically be responsible to a unit
whose major responsibility is that of control, has gained a
wide acceptance. It would appear that the internal auditor
should report to the financial v ice-President.
The responsibility of the financial Vice-president
or, if no such office exists, of the Controller includes:
(1) the establishment of financial control over all activ-
ities, and (2) the protection and preservation of the
comoany assets.
In sneaking of the direct link between the respon-
sibilities of the Financial Vice-president or Controller and
the internal auditing function, Ellis says:
" hile these broad responsibilities are
functional in that they represent a highly
specialised activity of the business and
are thus company-wide, beca\ise of this,
the authority accompanying them is usually
received by the Financial Vice-President or
Controller directly from the Board of Direct-
ors. The appraisal function of the auditor
is an essential part of these control
mechanisms. The auditor is an indispensible
part of the control team and the Financial
Vice-President would be greatly handicapped

in carrying out his control responsibility
if the aud itor were not a part of his
organization. (1)
Mr* Ellis further Pointed out that the greatest
effectiveness of the service of internal auditing can be
gained only by having the internal auditor functioning as
part of the system of control. In this way, the efforts of
the internal auditor can be coordinated with the other act-
ivities which make up the control function; thus being able
to provide a complete analysis of the administrative effort
for the use of administrative management. In this way, the
princiDle of placing a staff organization line of responsi-
bility with that part of the organization to which the
greatest service is rendered, is compiled with.
Compliance with the second principle of staff or-
ganization, which states that the staff organization should
be independent of the functions being audited, is where the
question arises as to whether by reporting to a financial
officer the internal auditing function is being handicapped.
In regards to the loss of independence by report-
ing to a financial office, Mr. Ellis points out that if the
internal auditor was reporting to either the operating, the
service, or the administrative branches of the organization,
he would have little independence since he would be review
-
(1). L. L, Ellis, "Organization Responsibilities
of the Internal Auditor", The Internal
Audi tor
.
(September, 1946), p.TT;

ing and appraising the effectiveness of the operations of
the services and of the administration. TTe could not carry
out his responsibilities independently if he reported to any
one of these branches. If the internal auditor reported to
the Board of Directors, he would be unable to present his
appraisal of administrative action without direct conflict
with the president. If he reported to the administrative
zone of management, he would immediately loose part of his
independence, as he would be appraising the end product of
the policies set by the administrative zone.
In summarization of the place that internal audit-
ing should have in the organization in order to /~ain the
greatest freedom and independence of action, Mr. Ellis says
:
Tie is in the greatest Position of independ-
ence if he Is reporting directlv to the
financial vice-oresident or a controller
who has company-wide responsibility and
authority, usually stemming directly from
the board. The only phase of his work in
which he would not be entirely independent
is in the verification of accounting
records. This we have 3een is a minor
part of his responsibilities and is always
subject to the further verification by the
public accountant. (1)
Surveys that have been made of the various report-
ing responsibilities of the Internal auditor, show that the
majority of the heads of the internal auditing groups report
to an administrative officer. Tabulated below is the results
of 163 inquiries made as to the reporting
(1). L. L. Ellis, "Organization ^Responsibilities
of the Internal Auditor , The Internal
A ud.ltor , ( epteraber, 1946), p. 36.

responsibility of the hear] of the internal auditing depart-
ment.
From the results of the survey, it can be seen
that there is a gre«t diversity in reporting. However,
this diversity ma?/- not have been as great if a standard
definition of the job was used instead of the title of
office held* Executives functioning in the same capacity
may have altogether different titles. Notwithstanding
this one drawback, the tabulation does show a definite
trend towards reporting to the controller or the treasurer.
The number of heads of internal airiiting groups reporting
to these two officials, made up over half of the companies
surveyed.
Mr. T. W. Spicer, Chief of Auditing Methods and
Results Western Electric Company, also made a survev on the
same subject. He qi^estioned the heads of the Internal audit-
ing departments of eight companies. Of these companies
covered, it was found that in two cases the chief auditor
reports to the treasurer and in the other six, to the
controller.
Mr. -picer questioned the auditors as to their own
private views a s to their preference of reporting respon-
sibilities. *kll of the chief auditors felt that they were
experiencing no difficulty under the present arrangement and
that their independence was not being restricted in any
manner. It was the consensus tliat the treasurer and the

Table 1
Heporting Responsibilities Of
The Heads Of :f£3 Corporations
Peported To Number Percentage
Board of Directors 10 G.Tt
Foard of Directors and President 2 1*8
President 17 10.5
Vice-President (Including Executive
Vice-President) 10 6,2
Vice-President and Treasurer., 5 3.2
Vice-President in Charge of *'inance 1 .6
Vlce-President and General Kales Manager 1 .6
Vice-president of ^orks 1 .6
Controller 66 41,0
Assistant Controller 4 2.4
Treasurer 23 14.2
Treasurer and Controller 4 2.4
Assistant Treasurer 3 3UI
Secretary and Treasurer 1 *6
°-ecretary and Assistant Treasurer 1 »G
General Auditor, General Auditor-Home
Off ice, Auditor of comoany Home Office 3 1.8
General Manager 3 1.8
Chief Acconntant 1 .6
No answer 6 3.8
Total Tc!T* TOTTTO
G. T. Bodman (chairman), f ' Honor t of Industrial Co'Tmittee",
The Internal Auditor, (June, 1945), pp. 58-59.
Controller are more cognizant of the accounting and finan-
cial problems which make up a great part of the internal
auditor's work. They further expressed the opinion that
the modern controller and treasurer's duties and responsi-
bilities are not confined strictly to the limits of account-
ing and financial matters, ^ney are regarded as executives
of the corporation as a whole and can be instrumental in

effecting an expansion of the Internal auditing effort be-
yond traditional boundries where such expansion is warranted
The attitude of the officer to whom the internal
auditor reports has a direct hearing on the value of the
work of the internal auditing group. Unless the officer
maintains an open mind and an attitude which encourages
critical anpraisal, the work of the internal auditor will
be greatly hammered. Dal*fa he thoroughly reviews the re-
ports and backs up the finding! of the auditor by promptly
following through on the recommendations made, the work of
the auditing ^rouo will fall into a mere mechanical verific-
ation of arithmetical data.
"anagement should fully impress upon all members
of the Internal auditing groun that It wants critical
comments on all nhases of the operations surveyed. It
should also state that management will protect the internal
auditor from the effects of warranted criticism that he may
make on any rha se of the company's operations.
Strong and active backing by management also im-
presses on the operating personnel that the internal audit-
or is a representative of management. When the operating
personnel understands that management will support the in-
ternal auditor both as to his rights to seek out facts and
to review and take action on the findings, the operating per
sonnel will give greater cooperation to the work of the
internal auditing group.

CHAPTER IV
THE INTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENT
Departmental Functions
The original functions of an internal auditing
department were those functions related to the verifica-
tion of accounting transactions designed to safeguard
company property and to the maintaining of established
standards of accounting. While the internal auditor*
duties have widened, the importance and need of proper and
continuous attention to these original functions have not
diminished.
As a broad survey of the scope of the functions
of the internal auditing department, Reitzel gives the
following description:
The scope and range of the work of the
internal auditor is broad* Not only
does he audit vouchers, reconcile bank
accounts, confirm accounts receivable,
verify inventories, check many other
transactions, but In addition, he is
called upon to appraise properties and
make other investigations for the deter-
mination or preservation of company's
interest- On many occasions, the auditor
is charged by management with delicate
missions requiring the utmost tact and
diplomacy. There are many times when he
is the accountant, the appraiser, the in-
spector, the adjustor, the pioneer in a
new district. His special assignments
are in such variety that no general
description of them can be given. (1)
(1). F.S.Reitzel/'Modern Internal Auditing",
Internal Auditing a New Management Technique *
Stamford, Conn: BrocFTS Wa 11 ston , 1943 ) , p .9
.

The basic functions of business may be grouped into
four main types; directive, operative, service and control.
The definitions of internal auditing as given in the earlier
chapters definitely places the work of the internal auditing
department in the category of a control function.
The control function may be broken down into four
basic elements. These are:
1. ^ell established and clearl?; written pre-determined
objectives.
2. ' rltten procedures which snecify the manner the object-
ives will be obtained and placing the responsibility
for their attainment.
3. Standards of performance should be pre-determined for
each step of the procedures.
4. Appraisals to be used to determine whether results have
been up to standards and whether the action has been
taken according to the procedures.
The internal auditing function is involved with
all four elements listed above. Its relation to the first
three functions is through appraising the written procedures
and recommending improvements in the procedures and stand-
ards as an aid in achieving the pre-determined standards.
However, it is in connection with the fourth
element, the appraisal function, where internal auditing
can be of the greatest service. The internal auditor
appraises the results against pre-determined standards of

performance for the attainment of pre-determined objectives
in accordance with the written procedures.
Brink breaks the major control responsibilities of
the internal auditing department into six broad functions.
f'hese functions are:
1« Activities dealing with compliance
2. Conservation of resources
9« Verification and analysis of data
4* Appraisal of Procedures and allied
matters
5, Training and other aids to company
personnel
6. Miscellaneous services, (1)
The functions dealing with compliance makes the
internal auditor responsible for investigation of the appli-
cation of and adherence to established policies of the
company. The function of appraisal of compliance by oper-
ating units makes the internal aul itor responsible for being
thoroughly familiar with both the basic company policies and
the various functional operating procedures. The internal
auditor's knowledge should qualify him to appraise the
effectiveness of policies from an over-all viewpoint of the
company as a whole. 'To should be able to recognize all
violations and bring them to the attention of management.
His appraisal should be constructive, resulting In definite
recommendations for the necessary improvement or modifica-
tion of policies and procedures needed to meet changing
condit ions.
(LV Victor Z. Brink, Internal Auditing, ( New
York: Ronald Press ^o. , 1941) , 22.

In recent years, due to the increase of covem-
mental regulations, the responsibility of Investigating com-
pliance with governmental laws and d irectives of various
agencies has been added to the internal auditor's functions.
Investigations of compliance with the established
organizational structure should come within the scone of the
internal auditing function. Even when this responsibility
is not specifically Placed on the internal auditing depart-
ment, the internal auditor should determine that the defined
responsibilities and limits of authority are being adhered
to as a part of every audit. In cases where conflicts of
authority are discovered, the internal auditor should re-
commend changes or clarification of responsibilities that
are needed in the interest of efficient operations.
The second major function, the conservation of
assets, covers the prevention of waste of assets through
regular operations, the detection of frauds and dishonesty
of all kinds and the prevention of losses through mishand-
ling of external transactions.
The internal auditing department's responsibility
for the detection and prevention of frauds and dishonesty
is often over-emphasized In the minds of the average person
into being the sole objective of auditing* This responsib-
ility should be considered as only a minor portion of the
Internal auditor's entire responsibility. Auditing activ-
ities have definite limitations in prevention and detection
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of fraudulent transactions. From a cost standpoint, fraud
detection is only practical to a reasonable degree. The
modern concepts of internal auditing and its responsibility-
relative to internal control places the emphasis on fraud
prevention rather than fraud detection.
Losses in value of company assets may result from
inefficient handling of receivables, improper care of mer-
chandise and operating supplies, improper protection of
fixed assets, and in any other inefficiencies which may
develop out of defective methods, routines or procedures.
It is the function of the internal auditing department to
recognize all sources of monetary losses to the company and
to recommend ways of stopping the losses.
The conservation of assets includes the function
of protecting the company's interest in all transactions wi^h
parties outside the organization. This function may include
such operations as seeing that sales a re properly billed or
that the services or materials purchased by the company lives
up to procurement specifications. Pelationship covered by
contracts, royalty agreements and leases, should come under
the auditor's investigation in order that the company's
interests be protected in the interpretation and observance
of the contracts.
The third function or responsibility of the in-
ternal auditing department, Is the verification and analy-
sis of data. Since management b'-ses its decisions on the
data furnished by the various departments, it i3 important

that the data be accurate and analyzed to be of the great-
est use to management. The function of analysis of data by
the internal auditing department includes the service of
interpretation of trends and high lights for managements
benefit. The internal auditor's contract between the
accounting source and the management function, who is to
U3e tho data, places him in an especially ideal position to
present the data ao that the facts of the reports will not
be obscured by the details and to make recommendations based
on the figures.
It is in the field of verification that the intern-
al auditor comes into contact with the outside auditor.
Many companies have working arrangements whereby part of the
detailed verification and valuation of assets is performed
by the internal auditor in accordance with a program estab-
lished by the outside auditor. It la then the function of
the internal auditing department to cooperate fully with the
outside auditor. -'Tiile the work of the internal auditor
supplements the work of the outside auditor, it should be
understood that it does in no way supplant it.
The function of the internal auditing department
of appraising the procedures and allied matters overlaps to
some extent the functions of appraising the activities of
compliance. However, appraisal also includes the function
of making constructive suggestions or revisions of procedures
resulting from the detection of weaknesses or deficiencies
in the procedures or policies. In most instances, the

internal auditor is not qualified to develop procedures out-
aide of the field of financial control, but his services can
be used to advantage in the factual investigation of the
effectiveness of the procedures.
The internal auditor should be well versed in all
of the phases of company policies and plans. ince the
scope of the work of the internal auditing department takes
the auditor into contact with all departments, he should be
well-qualified to fully comply with the functions of training
and furnishing other aids to company personnel. He should
be wel 1-qualif led to explain and interpret current policies
and practices to the individuals with whom he comes into con-
tact during the course of hi s work • ^ince the internal aud-
itor's work Is c oranany-wide, his functions of training em-
ployees would include the notification of the employees of
the various departments of new and more efficient practices
that may have been initiated in other units of the company.
The functions of performing miscellaneous services
will vary between organizations. This service mav include
special investigations or analyses for management. It may
include the performance of special co-ordination work be-
tween the various departments, units, or plants. For the
most part, these miscellaneous services take the form of
direct aids to management* The types of services rendered
will depend on the desires of the marc gerial group and the
qualifications and status of the individual s who compose
the internal auditing group*

Internal ML ltlng "taff
The services rendered by the internal auditing de-
partment varies in direct proportion to the cnialltive and
quantitive make up of the internal auditing department.
However, no matter how large or how well-qualified
the internal auditing department may be, it will not fully
succeed in accomplishing its objectives unless it is
motivated by a proper viewpoint of its place in the corpor-
ate organization. The members should consider themselves
as an arm of management; with their prime objective to aid
management to achieve the objectives of the organization.
A great many internal auditing departments have
been Initiated at the suggestion of the outside auditors.
In many cases the department was built around a man or a
grour? of men who had received their training in public
accounting
.
Current practices with regard to adding new
members to the internal auditing staffs vary greatly. At
one end of the scale are those who advocate obtaining audit-
ing talent solely from outside the organization. The argu-
ment put forward in support of this stand is that HQ from
the line organizations are not suitable for internal audit-
ing because they do not have and do not readily acquire the
auditing viewpoint. It is said that men from line organiza-
tions are too disposed to waive minor departures from company
instructions a3 being immaterial. It la further argued

that they have a stron tendency to na ss loosely controlled
routines In the name of practicability, and in general they
are more impressed with standards of nroduction than with
standards of inspection
•
At the opposite extreme of this thinking in re-
gards to the best supply for future members of the internal
auditing staff, are those who prefer to obtain all of the
auditing candidates from other departments of the company.
They argue that bv recruiting from within the company, they
are able to obtain people who understand the company^ or-
ganization and problems. They also argue that they are al3o
able to obtain men who have a broader viewpoint than that of
the traditional auditor, with little or no operating exper-
ience, who is apt to be overly meticulous. It is further
felt that a better knowledge of his work and judgment of his
ability i available when a man who is already in the com-
pany is placed in the auditing organization.
In speaking of recruiting future internal audi-
tors from within the company, ?t Lipscomb makes the
following observations J
In the interest of company men, I think
that it would be well to T,ake It generally
known throughout your organization, that
there are certain educational and technical
prerequisites to be met by Junior internal
auditors, end the extent to which these
qualifications may be acquired by ambitious
employees on the jo^ in other departments.
The company man who studies after working
hours to acquire these qisilif ioations, will
come to you with the best kind of evidence
of initiative, determination tttd persistency,
as well as with a working knowledge of your

company f s operations. (1)
The internal auditing department of a large oil
compsny has made it a practice to receuit outstanding men
from the accounting and operating depa rtment i regardless of
rank or salary status* A definite limitation of two and a
half years has been placed on the time that the-' will spend
in the internal auditing department. Jit the end of that
time, these men are then transferred back to their nrevious
department or to some other department in the company. The
timing has been arranged so that the impact of the transfers
from the auditing force is kept at a minimum. The company
employs direct and vigorous supervision over the auditing
crews. The auditors work in teams, with each member edu-
cating the others in the type of operations related to his
previous experience.
This company states that the high type of men they
acquire through tills method of selection are entfiusiastic at
having a specific period in ^shich to gain th«=? broad addition
al training gained in internal auditing work. At the end of
the two and a half years of auiiting work, these men are
eagerly sought for by department heads througho"*- the
company.
(13. P. D. Lipscomb, "The ^election and
Training of Internal Auditors",
The Internal Auditor, (September,
T5?4T, p. 27.

There are a great many companies that use both
sources within the company and sources outside of the com*
pany for new talent. They feel that a staff composed of
both elements working together tends to compensate for the
deficiencies that may be caused by obtaining all of the
candidates from one source.
In reporting on a survey of practices among in-
ternal auditing departments as to the training value of the
work for personnel from other departments, -nicer made the
fo 1 low ing comment s t
The majority of the companies surveyed felt
in necessity for providing frecuent exchanges
between auditing an^ other organizations of
the company to "build up the potential value
of the Individual, and generally felt that
they could probably do more than they are now
doing along this line. T^er© is apparently
a natural strnggl? between the desire to pro-
duce a higher type of employee for the company
as a T~hole (recognizing the value of the in-
ternal auditing as a training groung) and the
sense of responsibility of doing an effective
audit job with an experienced and stable
force* (1)
In the sane survey of internal auditing
practices, Mr. Spicer inauire* as to the number of members
that were on the staff actively engaged In auditing* The
survey made of eiht companies showed ths.t the average
staff had about one auditor for every 1000 employees. A
traditional mle of thumb is often cited which says that
there should be one auditor to every thousand personnel.
(L)m T.W.^picer, "A Survey of Internal Auditing
Practices". The internal auditor. (June.
1949), p. IS? 1 '

Mr. Knicer remarked than he speculated as to whether tv e
knowledge of this superficial ratio set uo by this rule of
thumb may not have unconsciously been an influence in the
determination of the size of the audit force in some cases.
It is felt that such an arbitrary ratio should
not be used. The internal auditing groun3 place in the
organizational structure, the scope of the internal audit-
ing responsibility, r<nd the type of ore rations varies to
such a great extent between companies, and plays such an
important nart in determine the staff needs that no iron-
clad rule can be made. It is further felt that quaiitive
element of the staff also nlays & part in determining the
number of men needed. As a result, it appears that the
number of auditors in each department must of necessity be
determined on the snot with due regards for all the condi-
tions that have a bearln on the decision.
Staff °ersonnel 'cu al if ic ati ons
The job description for an internal aud" ting staff
may be divided into two or three levels, Tn cases where
there are three levels, the jobs are classified as Junior,
semi-Ken '.or and Senior Auditors. On staffs where only two
classifications exist, the semi-senior classification is
omitted and the higher classification Is often given the
title of auditor.
A typical examnle of the job description for a
Junior Auditor's oosition in a company which maintains only

the Junior Auditor's Position in a company which maintains
only the Junior and the Senior Audltor classification i3
given below
.
The Junior Auditor, under the guidance of an
auditor, examines the raore routine a c counting processes,
^ooks and records prepared by accountants and clerical
workers in the assigned plants and offices to verify the
accuracy and adequacy of entries in the books; he investi-
gates errors and discrepancies, questioning others on matters
where the fhcts or records are not substantiated; an'1 reports
the facts disclosed. He reviews the findings ani com ents
pertaining to plant examinations with the auditor for in-
clusion in the consolidated plant audit report*
For appointment to the position of Junior Auditor,
the average Job description gave the educational requirements
as that of a college degree with a major in accounting.
The experience requirement is set at one year as a Junior
accountant in a plant or a related field of ecti%»ity. The
typical job description states that a year and a half is
needed to gain proficiency on tho Job.
In estimating the breakdown of the time spent by
the junior auditor on the various major activities, the
listing shown in Table 2 is ft vent

Table 2
A 11a 1ys i 3 of 1m -pQnt
By Junior jjjjTEjg
Activity
Estimated Percentage
of Time* ^p«nt
Examinations
Analysis
Interviews
peports and Kecommendat ions
Total
70^
10
10
10
ray
A typical example of the decriptlon of the duties
of an auditor is set forth as follows J
He examines, analyzes and criticizes hooks, record
or accounting methods in assigned offices and plants; he in-
vestigates receipts, warrants, vouchers, authorizations and
other evidence supporting the entries in the books; he
questions others on matters where the facts on records are
not substantiated. He prepares reports with supporting ex-
hibits and schedules, sett5_ng forth facts, findings and
comments regarding audits. He makes recommendations which
will be of assistance in determin in-- policies and procedures
to be adopted in meeting situations revealed by audits or
in improving records and accounting methods. He directs
junior auditors in making Plant audita.
position of a "enior Auditor is two and a half years as a
Junior Auditor.
The experience reouirement needed to attain the
The breakdown of the percentage of trf1 spent on
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the various elements of work by the Senior Auditor is set
forth in Table 8
J
Tab le 3
Analysis of Tine Spent
**.y Senior Audi tor
Estimated Percentage
Activity of Time ftput
Examinations 50#
Interviews 10
Analysis 15
Reports and Recommendations 20
Personal Administration 5
Total "IDg*""
^hile the above descriptions nlace the greatest
emohasis on auditing, the accounting records, the Internal
auditor is supposed to maintain i vewpolnt of critical a nnra te-
al of all elements of management wilh which he comes into con-
tact. The process of expanding the scone of the auditor's
work is a continuous operation.
As the duties of the internal auditor has
broadened, so has the Qualifications needed by the internal
auditor broadened. In the nast, the internal auditor ras
looked upon a3 a nemises of management whose only lob was
the finding of errors in the clerical work of others.
The internal auditor is primarily a representative
of management. It is up to him to do lot of unoffi cial
heluing with all kinds of operating problems fis well as
making official renorts throng, kroner channels. In regard

to the internal auditor's function of cooperating with Per-
sonnel in other departments, Lipscomb states:
ITis working relationship witft other
people are much closer than thoie of
the general accountant* As a direct
representative of management, he
assumes executive responsibility for
the smooth working of the organization.
If he is properly trained, his work
should be like so much lubricating
oil on the operating machinery. If
he isn*t, it may be like so much
sand, (1)
In selecting men for internal auditing, the head
of the internal auditing department should aim to recruit
men who are best qualified to carry out the various functions
of the department in such a way that management will be
given the best service possible. He should strive to sel-
ect alert personnel who are not afraid of hard work and who
are honestly desirous of learning the business they are
auditing.
In writing on the selection of candidates for in-
ternal auditing, VlTm t>. B. Mathias lists the necessary qual-
ifications for the prospective internal auditor as follows:
Hi Pa sic educational background
2. Spe«6 in 3imple mathematical calculations
a great respect for mathematical accuracy
3. A temperament that will permit him (or her)
to engage in detailed work without loss of
interest
4. ^illlngne s to stand the gaff of exacting
personal work when necessary
(1). P. D. Lipscomb, "The 'election and Train
ing of Internal Auditors". The Internal
Auditor
,
( September, 1944), p. 29".

P. Accurate and rapid analytical ability
6. Ability to express i^es s in a concise
and understandable manner
7. Imagination
8. Fearless honesty
9. "ound Judgment (1)
Mr. iiathias pointed out that no attempt waa made '
list the above qualifications in the order of their import-
ance.
A| a basic educational background, the internal
auditor 3aould have a thorough grounding in accounting. In
addition to accounting, he should have a good knowledge of
management, organization, industrial engineering and per-
sonnel* To round out his background, the ?~uiltor should be
acquainted wi th such subjects as economics, marketing, bus-
iness law, corporation finance and the history of business.
The purpose of a broad academic background is to provide
basic knowledge and to increase the individual's capacity
to understand and correlate the elements of the business
activities with which he comes in contact.
Bftvee the work of the internal auditor is the
appraisal of work done by the operating departments of the
company, the personality factor is very important. The
success of the internal auditing program Witbin a company
will depend largely on the tact and imagination of every
(IV T>. ?. Matias, ''The "election and Training
of Internal Auditors", Internal Auditing
^ost-^'ar Appraisal "
, (New York! The
Institute of internal Auditors, Inc. 1947),
p. 32.

member of the Internal auditing staff. The qualities which
directly concern the internal auditor's relation with other
oeoole must he a prime consideration in the selection of the
internal auditor.
The qualification^ which have a direct hearing on
the quality of the work of the internal auditor, is his
anility or inclination in the field of analysis and invest-
igation. He must possess an analytical sense in order that
figures can be visualized in relation to the events and
current realities they represent. He sh ould have sound
Judgment along with his analytical ability in order to eval-
uate the various factors involved in the investigation and
in order to weigh their significance and determine their
order of marnitute.
Relationships of Internal Ad ltlng Department
As noted above, the internal auditor should
possess a wide background of knowledge of company affairs
and a wide acquaintanceship among the operating personnel.
This acquaintanceship can be built up only through nromotlng
proper relations with the people with whom he comes into
contact. During the day-to-dav dealings with the personnel
of the various departments, the internal auditor must assume
the role of accountant, auditor, diplomat and salesman. He
should be fully capable of carrying on an understandable
discussion regarding the Job of every man with whom he comes
into contact. Tie &iculd constantly be aware of the all-

important happenings of the organization and should constant
ly attempt to broaden the scone of his knowledge by appronri
ate information seeking.
Svery contact made by a member of the internal and
itlng staff should gain friends and instill mutual resnect
between the departments involved. In making trips to outly-
ing Plants, the internal auditor Should foster friendly re-
lations with all the personnel with whom he comes into con-
tact. f-Cany large corporations have been built as the result
of combinations of several independent industrial units. In
such cases the Chief Auditor and his staff are in an ideal
position to aid the over-all control of management by pro-
moting the company-wide viewpoint, thus over-coming section-
al jealousies. The internal auditor's work of reviewing
the records and the methods of compiling data can be an im-
portant factor in instituting standardisation of company's
proce-^res and methods.
In speaking of dealing with the various operating
divisions of the company, Mr. P. B. Nicholson stresses the
importance of tact and diplomacy in all relationships by
making the following observations:
The auditor should keep in mind that he
must at times be willing to compromise.
For example: 8§ has 50 recommendations
to make, 5 of which are major control
factors. It is absolutely necessary that
these 5 controls be established; however,
the remainder are comparatively minor.
It would be we 1 !, therefore, to approach
these recommendations in such or^ler as to
permit some of the minor points to be

allowed so that when the major problems are
presented the auditor will have already
established the spirit of compromise. Gen-
erally, the plant manager will then agree
to the major recommendations. (1)
The internal auditor should keep uppermost in his
mind in all dealings, that he is performing a staff function.
His responsibility entails making certain
recommendations that he may consider necessary as the
results of his review • However, he does not possess the
line authority to force the acceptance of these recommend-
ations. His attitude should be that of constructive apprais-
al, and his recommendations should be of sufficient worth
that the operating personnel will clearly se e the value in
accepting them. uite often the tact of the internal audit-
or is severly tested when he is trving to correct conditions,
which he considers to be inefficient or wrong. In this
connection, Nicholson says:
If a major change is contested, he nrnst
not permit himself to attempt to force
the issue, but should tactfully indicate
that, tender the circumstances, top man-
agements decision be reqjested, which
would mean presentation in the report of
the difference of opinion. But, regard-
less of the importance of the recommend-
ation, the auditor should not permit
(2). P. B. Nicholson, "The Relationship of
the Internal Auditor to Other Members
of the Organization, " Internal Audit -
ing A ?03t-?'ar Appraisa l
,
(The insti-
tute at Inte rn aI"~Xiid itor s
,
Inc., New
York: 1947), p. 21

the discission to become heated* (1)
The internal auditor should be considerate and
courteous at all times. He should not ,1umo to conclusions
nor show exultation when errors are fbnnd. The results of
all exarnina tions should be kept confidential and discussed
with only the head of the department being audited, in
presenting hi3 findings, the internal auditor should make
everv attempt to rs»event anyone from bein : held up to
ridicule or embarrassment.
The internal auditing staff must base their
dealings with other departments on a firm foundation of
human relations. The internal auditor should constantly
remember that his prime resoonsib ility is to see that the
policies, procedures, and methods are being followed along
the lines laid down by management. Tie should consider this
so-called oolicing function in the light of what corrections
can be made to aid top management in achieving its object-
ives, rather than in the li^Jit of finding errors for the
sake of discrediting an individual.
The relations of the internal auditor to the other
departments is that of a salesman. 'Aihe internal auditor
must be constantly selling, not forcing, the correct pro
cedures to the other departments.
(1> F. B. Nicholson, "The Relationship of the
Internal Auditor to Other " embers of the
Organization"^ Interna l Aud iting A post-
war Appraisal
,
(institute of Internal
Auditors, Inc
.,
i^ew York: 1947), p. 21.

CHAPTER V
APPRAISAL OP POLICIES IXO PflOCJTfJSES
Administration should proceed accordin to nol-
icies and methods set forth by the various phases of man-
agement* In a large enterprise, the quantity of Policies
and procedures attain a considerable proportion. For the
administration function, they act as guide posts in the
same manner as specifications do for the fabrication of a
product. The establishment of policies and procedures is
intended for the oromotion of effective administration. In
proportion to the failrre of the members of the organization
to observe these policies and proce^res, the effectiveness
of the organization is impaired. It is the responsibility
of ^very supervisor to see that those to whom he has deleg-
ated responsibility observe the established procedures and
policies affecting their particular field of operations.
However, supervision will suffer failures from time-to-tlme
and from place-to-place. Aa a result of these failures, it
is often necessary to overcome the defects of supervision
through the establishment of an independent appraisal agency
to review the operations and to see that all of the policies
and procedures are being observed.
In writing of the need for a way to correct the
defects that often arise in the supervision function, T"r.
Alvin Erown, Vice-President of Johns Manville states:

The Principal executive or his chief
deputies mi^iit -rake provision for a num-
ber of responsibilities to observe the
manner of execution of policy and method
affecting this or that element of admini-
stration, 'ilie possible number of such
delegations is limited only by cost and
by the requirements of s'nnervis ion • In
auditing, however, there is already an
eye which, by the nature of its task, is
obliged to see into many parts of the
enterprise. Why not, rather than provide
other eyes, direct that same eye into all
parts of the enterprise. (1)
Mr. Brown points out that it would be impract-
ical for the auditor to have a technical training in all
phases of the business with which he comes into contact.
However, the more technical operations seem to
reouire no special appraisal agency since these operations
are usually quite well unified and are under olose super-
vision of the responsible parties. Moreover, such opera-
tions can be regulated by certain predetermined standards
and gauges a 3 the operation is being Performed.
As pointed out above, the major control problem
confronting too management is seeing that the established
policies are properly understood and carried out at all lev-
els of management • The problem of securing proper compliance
with policies and procedures is related to the size of the
organization. In speaking of size of the organization, not
only *ould the financial size of the organization be
(IV Alvin 9rown, Organization of Industry,
(New York: ?ren tic e-!Iall/TncTrm?)
pp. 259-260.

considered, but also the complexity of operations, the nature
of the activities involved, tho extent of the geographical
coverage of the operations, the values involved, and the num-
ber of people employed.
The responsibility of the internal auditing staff
in the field of policy control may be broken down into three
classes. The first responsibility is to check on the dis-
tribution of information on policies and procedures and to
see that such information reaches all executives and employ-
ees concerned. The second responsibility is to review and
appraise the channels of information to determine that once
the oersonnel concerned receive the information that they
understand and follow the policies and procedures. The
third responsibility is that the internal auditor should be
constantly alert to situations where the present policies are
inadequate and recommend the corrections he believes necess-
ary. The internal auditor should also be alert to operations
not covered by written policies or procedures and make the
necessary proposals to cover those operations.
Appraising Lines of Information
During 1939 and 1940 the Graduate School of Busin-
ess at Stanform -diversity made a research study of the man-
agement practices of thirty-one leading industrial corpor-
ations. The corporations covered had total assets, aa
shown by their published balance sheets, ranging from a

little less than #100,000,000 to approximately #900,000,000.
The number of employees ranged from 5,000 to 70,000, with an
average of around 27,000 employees per company. (1)
One of the startling discoveries made by this sur-
vey was that among the thirty-one companies studied, only a
few followed ihe practice of assembling statements of com-
pany oolicy into a nolicy manual. * few of the companies
issued nolicy declarations in bulletins, general instruc-
tion or letters from ton management to the executives con-
cerned. Others simply passed policv statements down the
executive scale by word of mouth.
These findings definitely ooint out that the pro-
mulgation of policy is a prime nroblem in modem business
organizations. It further points out that the nroper flow
of information has not always been recognized as a necess-
ity for efficient operations, thus, nroper methods for
assuring a steady flow of information from the ^resident
down have not been instituted.
In reviewing compliance, the internal auditor
should first determine whether the avenues of information
are open to all departments. They should make recommend-
ations to management on ways that the distribution of ool-
icy may be improved. One of the best ways of assuring
(1). Paul E. Hold en, Lounsburv ?. Pish,
Hubert L. Smith, Top-l,*anagement
Organisation and ^ntroT,"*T^tanford,
TTifllTornia i " Stanford tr^iversity
?ress, 1949), p. ix.
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proper distribution of policy and procedure information is
to require the keeping of a polic-r manual by all the depart-
ment heads concerned. As a part of everv audit, the intern-
al auditor should assure himself that the policy manual of
the unit or department being audited is comnlete and thor-
oughly up-to-date. The internal auditor should investigate
all cases where the manual is not in agreement with current
issues. Thi3 investigation should be ma^e to determine wheth-
er the portion of the manual which is not current has reached
the department head concerned, or whether the flow of inform-
ation had been blocked elsewhere. In cases where it is
found that the infomation had never reached the department,
the internal auditor should notify management of this break-
down in the flow of information* It is only through this
type of appraisal that management can be assured that all
units have available current information as to methods and
procedures.
Surveying Policy Compliance
In order to maintain proper control over all the
functions of the organization, management must have some
means of determining the extent of compliance with the var-
ious methods and procedures which govern the functions.
Non-comolianoe is often the result of a misunderstanding of
a rule or procedure. Tf the surveying or reviewing agency
has a proper background, it should be able to correct all
misunderstanding of procedures as they arise. The training

and the background should equip the Internal auditing staff
so that it can he the unit responsible for communicating
top management's desires by aiding the various departments
in correctly interpreting policies and procedures.
In speaking of compliance with company proced-
ures, it should be again pointed out th??t the internal aud~
it ins group does not normally exercise line authority over
the matters or the procedures under review. In ttie event of
non-compliance with existing policies or Procedures, the in-
ternal auditor does not have any authority to take direct
action to correct the department or unit in error. Tt la
the responsibility cf the internal auditor to properly
report the lack of compliance of the unit being audited to
the person who exercises line authority over the unit.
In regard to the agencies used for appraising pol-
icy and procedure compliance, the survey made bv the Stanford
University Graduate School of business found that:
None of the companies studied seem to
have hit upon any Inclusive scheme by
which policy interpretation or com-
pliance can be checked. *%ere monetary
matters are Involved, the auditing staff
is the natural and commonly used agency,
r^ome companies go further than this and
look to their auditors to check against
policy violations in many other directions,
such as prices, credits, discounts and
purchases, (1;
The subject of compliance to the various organi-
zational and operational procedures may be divided Into
(]) "Ibid", pp. S2-83.

three main categories, ^ese are: Compliance with account-
ing procedures, compliance with operating procedures and
compliance with governmental regulations end reouirements.
Since the auditing procedures used by the internal
auditor have their bases in the field of accounting, the in-
ternal auditor has a prime responsibility for reviewing the
compliance by all departments and units with the accounting
procedures* In setting up a system of internal control for
the protection of company assets and for managerial control,
certain routines are set down to be follows. It is the in-
ternal auditor's res ronsi billty to see that these routines
are being followed in all accounting transactions. It i 1*
the internal auditor's further responsibility to report to
management an}< failures in the routines established for the
maintenance of internal control and to reeo^end means of
correcting these failures.
Procedures are established designating the various
individual forms, Journals, and ledgers to be used so that
the accounting system will function in the desired manner.
The final summation of the accounting data depends on all
departments following the same procedures and methods in the
manner desired by management.
-hen operations are spread over e wide geographic-
al area, the chances of different accounting procedures and
methods being used la gre«ter than when operations are cen-
tralized. The reliability of data for comparison Purposes
Is greatly lessened Mi/hen the methods of compiling the

renorta and abatements at the various locations are not stand-
ardized* Ami internal auditing department in in an ideal
position to determine whether all the units are complying
with the standard procedures and to reoort such non-compli-
ance to management. The internal audit department is the
focal point for all of the information obtained by the in-
ternal auditors in their review and appraisal of the various
plants; thus a company-wide viewpoint of accounting can be
oh tained.
Since accounting data is merely a record of opera-
tions, the verification of compliance with the accounting pro-
cedures is often related to the verification of the compliance
with procedures of a distinctly operating nature. In speak-
ing of this interlocking relationship, Brink observes the
following:
Where one type of activity ends and the
other begins is in fact difficult to say.
For example, take the case of material
requisition, "^his form |i a part of the
accounting system in that it develops a
record relative to the issuance of mater-
ial and establishes the needed accounta-
bilities. At the same time the identical
form relates to operating procedure anrt
general factor^ operation. (1)
The internal auditor should have a fairly broad
knowledge of the production methods of the company since he
will come in contact with activities of a purely operating
(IV Victor 2, Brink, Internal auditing, ( $m
York: The Ronald rem uo ebJS uy , 1941 )
,
pp. 24-25.
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nature. In cases where the appraisal of the operating
functions does not require a technical know ledge, the in-
ternal auditor is expected to recognize any lack of com-
pliance with existing procedures anci policies. He should
report such non-compliance with operating procedures to man-
agement in the san"? *rr.nne:~ a I non-compliance with accounting
procedures.
Oovernmental regulations of private enterprise has
increased so rapidly in recent years that compliance with
these regulations is becoming a definite problem for manage-
ment i cince certain of these reouire the submitting of many
reports to the various governmental agencies, internal aud-
iting has a prime responsibll ity to aid management in com-
plying with the roguloticn3. rine internal auditing respon-
sibility is basic in that through it management must be
assured of the accuracy of the data that makes up the
reports. In the process of aidit ing, t*>.e internal auditor
should be constantly alert for any deviation from the
requi rem ent a.
During ^orld '"ar II, governmental regulations
entered into all phases of operations; production, finance
and personnel work were nil re ulated to a great extent.
It wa 5 during those WIT yerrs that the full importance
of the internal auditing function in assuring the compliance
with existing re relations was clearly impressed on management.
Since the war, the internal Auditing department has 'continued
to play a major role in the important function of ».ssU**ing

management that the organization is operating within the law,
and that the statements submitted to the various regulatory
agencies are accurate and convey the oroner data.
In the process of reviewing procedures and policies,
the Interpol auditor may uncovor situations in which the pro-
cedures or policies set by tor* management are not applicable
to current operating conditions, "lien such discoveries are
made, the internal auditor should recommend changes which he
considers necessarv in order to brin- the policies or pro-
cedures into line with current conditions. The comnany-wide
scope of the internal auditor 1 s analytical work should
place him in a g>od position to point out errors in existing
procedures. Tie is not bound by the narrow confines of a
departmental viewpoint, but ha* a company viewpoint whereby
he can see the effect of the procedure on individual depart-
ments as W+ll as the net effect on the entire company.
The internal auditor's work by established npo-
cedures, or are covered by procedures which vnrv from
department to department. Contact with wch situations will
often bring cut the need for s. standardization of policies
or procedures for all departments and units of the organi-
zation. Once a pain the internal auditor's background of
reviewing all of the operations of the company Places him in
a position to point out the best procedure or policies in
use.

Development and Installation of ro cedures
There i3 some difference of opinion a 3 to the part
the internal auditing group should, play In the development
and Installation of company procedures. One school of
thought holds that since the internal auditor J 3 constantly
at work critically appraising the policies and procedures
currently in effect, he ll the Ideal man for the development
and installation of new procedures, 'i-his school of thought
further st&tos that the internal auditor*• work covers all
depa rtaent3 ; thus he i3 in a position to best judge how the
installation of • procedure in one department rill affect
the operations of the other departments. They further argue
that the viewpoint of constructive appraisal which the in-
ternal auditor sh ould maintain gives him the uroner outlook
on developing and installing policies and. Procedures.
The opposite point of view holds that if the in-
ternal auditor is to be accented as an appraiser of the
efficiency of method 1 and procedures, as authority indicates
he must he, there is a contradiction of fact between the
appraisal duty and any duties he might undertake in origin-
ating procedures. The latter point of view seems to have a
greater weight of logic and a larger number of followers than
the former. This difference in viewpoint as to the duties
of the internal auditor It dlscusTed to a greater extent in
Chapter VIII - Installations and IiHf—Miwmti of Accounting
Systems
.
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CHAPTER VI
CONTROL OF ASSET*
In stating the respon sihiliti I I of the Internal
auditor, one of the major phases of the related activities
is stated as follows:
The protection of the interests of the
organisation, inched ing the pointing out
of existing deficiencies to provide a
hasis for anoropri?te corrective action, (1)
The attainment of this objective involves certain
activities which make up the work of the internal auditor.
The appraisal and review of the control of assets is one of
these major activities.
The term "Control of Assets" is used to indicate
that all assets are nroperly cared for and that precautions
have heen taken to ^xrevent fraud and defalcation as far as
is Possible. Control of assets also covers transactions
with agencies outside of the oomnany to determine that the
company's interests are protected at all ti^es. Thus, the
control of sssets covers all divisions and all phases of
operations of the company.
Company policies and proce^res are established
for the control of assets. It is only through full com-
pliance with these policies and nrocedrres that the resources
of the company can be properly protected and accounted for.
(1)* Statement of -esPonslbil iti es of the
THtornol AuTiTor", The matItUtl oFTnternal
XuBTitor s
,
~Tnc
•
, New York : 1947 )
.

While the control of assets is based on nroper fomnia t ions
of pollc5.es, this control cannot he /guaranteed unless there
is a frequent review and appraisal of the application of the
established policies and procedures.
•Since the problem of asset control is company-wide,
the scone of the work of the internal auditing group makes it
the logical unit to epnraise the system of control of assets.
The internal auditing function does not replace the system of
internal control in the protection of assets, rather it acts
as a supr-lement to the estahlished system of checks and con-
trols .
The two maior objectives of the internal auditing
function is the protection of the company's interests hy
first pointing ait deficiencies in operations and. secondly hy
re command a tlons of changes for improvement of the operations.
These two objectives involve the appraisal of fell phaser of
operations. Thus, the measure's that are directed at assuring
efficiency of current operations should be Interwoven with
the system of internal control.
The problem of the control and the protection of
assets will he trr-ated under the following main groupings:
fraud and defalcations, conservation of assets and the con-
trol of assets in outside transections.

Fraud And Defalcation
Fraud is an ever present problem management and
should be so recognized by management in planning for the
control of assets. It has been estimated that the losses
from fraud range from <£400, 000,000 to over a billion
dollars annual ly. (l) For the most part, only frauds
involving large amounts make the headlines and become
widely known- For every fraud that reaches the papers,
there may be a thousand in which the aims involved do not
warrant prosecution. The number and extent of frauds which
are not discovered cannot be even approximated*
In the preface of his book on embezzlement,
Keller makes the following statement
Embezzlement lm definitely on the increase
and improved accounting systems and internal
control procedures can assist in curtailing
these insidious losses amounting to hundreds
of millions of dollars annually suffered
through dishonesty; and internal control as
a tool of management, can assist in effecting
more efficient operations, thus creating a
better service, reducing operating costs,
and automatically increasing profits. (1)
The internal auditing function has a direct bear-
ing on the Protection of the company's assets from fraud
since the work of the Internal auditor is inseparable from
the workings of the system of internal control. In the
past,
(1). "Ibid", p. |.

the sole fiinction of the Int e rr° 1 auditor ftl the policing
of the accounting records, r"hile the Internal auditing staff
remains the prime agency in the review and arnralsal of the
accounting records, the concent of the internal auditor*
s
relationship to the fraud problem has changed in recent years.
In the oast, the function of internal auditing was often con-
sidered solely from the nolnt of fraud detection. The new
concent is that of nreventlon of fraud. The safeguarding
of the company* s assets from fraud Is no"/ the result of the
internal auditing function rather than the objective, as it
wai in the past. To reohrase an old saying, the internal
auditor is interested in locking the ham before the horse
li stolen*
The modern concept holds that It should be the
responsibility of the internal auditor to arsoraise current
procedures and routines to determine if every effort has been
n-,ade to prevent fraud and defalcation. In cases where the
control of assets are not fraud -oroof , the Internal auditor
should wake a thorough review of the 3ystom and make recomm-
endations for the Improvement of the Internal control.
In writing on the olace of the Internal auditor In
fraud prevention, Thurston says :
It is my belief that the internal auditor,
as the company's expert on internal check,
should be reouired to review all new systems
and orocedu^es from the standpoint of Internal
check, and, In addition, should 3tndy layouts
and functional designs where these imnur^e
directly on matters of Internal check. 'here
the system of internal check is nronerly

designed and adequately maintained,
0TMX>rtunitie3 for fraud are reduced by
a substantial extent. (1)
In thinking of f raud , the mind tend s to concen-
trate only on the larger amounts Involved in defalcations,
fiowever, the dally nilferi n-r of ^etty sums can In time amount
to a very largo loss. 1*he ouestion is so^eti^ea raised as
to whether it i3 worth the time, the effort, and the exnense
of having the internal auditing rrou.n tracking down the
fraudulent takin./- of Mfcll amounts, 'fhuraton answers this
question in the fb llowinp; wnnnepi
pftt ce^tainl^, an1 for this reason: a
great majority of frauds start with snail,
temnorarv "horror i nn;s " • If the "borrower
finds he can get awav with I small sum, he
then tries fcr I larger amount and finally
reaches the jacknot. In many instances he
gets awav with it; he has the foreknowledge
that only a slip on his part or bad luck
will trin him uo, becamse the comoany has
shown him that its failure to provide an
adequate system of internal check and its
lack of proper internal auditing is his
best S3s\irance that his fraud will go
undetected. (2)
Many times management feels that since the?- are
covered by fidelity Insurance, they are fully protected from
the loss resulting from fraudulent ecti of their employees.
They feel that the payiMBt of the insurance premiums is
sufficient expense and that the additional payment for the
work of the internal auditing
;
- ronn to ore vent and detect
(1) J. n . rphurston, "Fraud As A wai or Vanarenent
°roble m ; ' , Intema 1 AwUtor, (June, 1949 )pn.37-3R .
( 2> "ibid", p« 40.

fraud is actually working at cross ourposes. They feel that
they should have one or the other, but not both.
If sufficient thought is given to the wetter, it
can be seen that actually fidelity insurance and the intern-
al auditing function work as a supplement , one to the other.
Insurance is designed to re-imburse the company for losses
suffered* The internal auditing work is designed to orevent
or detect the fraud before the losses have reached a con-
si derab le amo unt
•
In a survev made of 1,001 cases of defalcation,
it was found that the amount of assets lost through fraudu-
lent acts of employees totaled '6,284,506*49, while the
amount of reimbursement fro:-, insurance amounted to only
2,922,316.28* (1) These figures clearly indicate that,
while fidelity insurance Iff designed to reimburse the organ-
ization in case of loss, it can do so only if the losses
are discovered and if the losses are not greater than the
coverage of loss setup by the insurance. Moreover, insurance
companies base their nremiums on loss experience. If a great
many frauds occur, the insurance companies will be forced
to raise the rites of the premium charged, thus a given
company may be burdened with a very high cost of insurance*
In recognition of the fact that interne! auditing is a
definite fraud determent, many of the leading bonding
( 1) .a . E . Kj 1 le r , fiteS z 1 erne SS Qjt.^ In terne! Control ,
( 1 k ihlngt on
"J
, : 1erae r - r rm S FuSI ishing
Company
,
1946 )
,
p . HI *

companies give a reduced premium rate where the organization
has an internal auditing staff.
Conservat ion of Company A ssets
The control of assets have some aspects of con-
servation activities which are not essentially matters of
policies and procedures. It is in this field of activity
th^t management must place a great dependence upon the alert-
ness and the fores i$it of the internal auditing group. The
field of conservation may range from activities which cover
the handling of raw materials to seeing that undue time is
not lo3t hy the workers in going from one actlvit-r to
another.
In some cases, the control of the assets will be
tied in closely with the accounting function, and in other
cases this relationship may he very distant. It is in the
cases where the misuse of assets will be only indirectly
reflected in the accounting records that management has the
greatest need for some type of an appraisal agency to deter-
mine whether the company's interests are being fully protected.
A well-informed and an alert internal auditing
staff with a company-wide responsibility can best answer
the need for the appraisal agency, '^he work of the intern-
al auditor brings him in contact with every phase of oper-
ations in all department and units of the organization.
The internal auditor's reporting responsibility to management
places him in the logical position of calling managements

attention to all instances where company asset 3 are being
wasted. The internal auditing Staff a? an extension of the
"eyes and ears'' of management should ?nake the misuse of any
assets a matter of report.
The internal iAuditing function can aM management
by keeping constantly alert to lmnrovin-- the methods of hand-
ling and accounting for ill typOi of assets. The care of
fixed assets, the handling of inventories, the control of
spoilage, scran, and waste, and the misn.se of time hy
company personnel are all fertile fields for the internal
and itor f s work •
Most companies <?o through a great deal of effort
in selecting a new machine or in erecting a nev: building to
see that they are getting an item that will has-!-, an^we--* their
need and to see that then- ap<* ^ettin/* n item that will best
answer their need and to see that they are petting the a a set
at a fair price. However, once the asset is obtained, few
companies have a definite planner! nrocrran for the care and
the upkeep of these to chines and buildings once they are
placed in use. usually, no attention is ven the p>e assets
until a major repair is needed. The internal audit-in--
staff should take an annual or a bi-annual inventory of all
fixed assets to assure management that its records of capit-
alized assets are accurate and up-to-date. As a part of
this inventory, the internal auditor should bo alert to con-
ditions which clearly show that the assets are not receiving
proner care or that they are in need of repair. It is
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recognized that the average member of the interns! auditing
staff does not have sufficient technical background to enable
him to note defects in the more complicated tyoes of mac.-<inery|
but this need is not required in most cases since trained
technicians usually are in the control of such inspections.
As a part of every olant audit, the internal audi-
tor should male e a complete tour of the olant, noting such
items as the need for paint on equipment or buildings, the
need for replacement of broken fixtures, the. need for re-
pair of flooring or windows, or many other like repair?
.
V-Hiile such repairs are not of the major rerair classific-
ation, action taken in correcting the existing conditions
will often, add greater efficiency to the operations of the
department and prolong the life of the as sot. any feinti an
asset will become obsolete or will no longer be needed by one
department or plant. Often the asset will be set aside and
no further action be taken to determine if it could be used
by other- departments of the organization. Tn his tour of
inspection the internal auditor should note such abandoned
assets and recommend to management that action be tsken to
see if the asset has further use in the organisation- If
it hasn't any further use, the internal auditor should re-
commend that it be turned over to the salvage department for
sale to outside parties.
The breakage and deterioration result tttg from
imnroner storage and handling of inventories MM be a
large element in the reduction of inventory values.

Since the functions of the internal auditing staff involves
the observance of takin.; the Inventory count! of the various
ware in storage, the Internal auditor i3 in an ideal oos-
ition to appraise HM methods of storage and handling. In
order to be of the fullest service to management, the back-
ground of the internal auditor should make him esoecially
well-versed in methods of oro^er warehousing. ]*e should be
able to noint out defects in the warehousing methods which
result in looses, either in ware or tl*re and labor in hand-
ling of the ware. Often conditions that result in losses of
inventory have been sping on for a long time and the ware-
housing personnel take the defective methods as a matter of
course. The fresh viewpoint of an outsider can often throw
ne*v lirht on tho matter and aids the personnel to see the
errors in their methods, as an extension of the "eyes of
management, the internal auditor can make aure that such
matters are brought to the attention of management. The in-
ternal auditor is also in a nositlon to check on the ware-
housing from time to time to see if the conditions nave been
corrected or if the defective conditions have continued to
•ad st.
The internal auditor should be constantly alert to
waste of operating sunolies. Control of such supplies is
often verv bard to maintain since the various units using
the sa^e tvpe of supplies may be spread over a wide onerating
area. The internal auditor in checkin" the general stores
inventories should be constantly alert to the duplication of
inventories resulting from having a ::reat many individual
»
departmental storeroom. He should ftltd invest irrste the
amount of supplies kent on hand h^ the individual worker.
Reconmend&tlon ould be wado to management that depart-
ment'! ttWrOMit be consoles ted In nil possible Cfl.se!?.
The internal auditor :h ouid review and appraise
the methods of purchasing supplies to see if proper nnant-
ities are being purchased and if fair oriels ar<* toting paid.
While the supervisors of the oueretinr personnel are respon-
sible for the proper uae of supplier bv the ^en under them,
the interna? audi tor should review the use of supplies end
reoort to management how well the supervisors are observing
this responsibility. In the avercge organization there is
no unit other than the internal auditing department which 1s
so fully equipped to make • complete appraisal of the n^a^e
of supplies.
The leek of control of defective work, spoils -re,
scrap and waste can result in enormous losses over period
of time. Defective work and spoiled ware results not onlr
in the loss of value of the material, but it also results
in the loss of labor and overhead applied to the items.
The internal auditing department should mnke
regular reviews of the production standards to determine if
the number of items passed bv the inspectors is meeting the
predetermined standards.
One of the means of controlling defective "rank,
spoilage, scrap and waste is the active use of written Pro-
cedures and specifications. However, written Procedures

are an effective means of control only as long as they are
followed by the operating personnel. Again the work of the
internal auditor in the field of appraisal of compliance
with existing procedures can serve to keen management in-
formed of an operation which is often overlooked.
In speaking of the appraisal responsibility of the
internal auditor in relation to defective work, bailey makes
the following comments:
In making suoh appraisals, the internal
auditor should give particular attention
to accounting procedures. TTe should
ascertain whether procedures fire adequate
and what suggestions should be made for
improvem en t . ( 1
)
The work of the internal auditor also covers the
review of the handling and recording of the cost of de-
fective work by the cost deportment. In this tyoe of review,
management can be fully informed of the effects of the cost
of defective work on the actual costs of production.
r-iftna geraent of many companies neglects to nay
sufficient attention to the operations of the salvage depart-
ment. Consequently, &0 maximum benefits that can be derived
from the efficient functioning of this department It often
lost. 'The internal a ud i ting function of appraising the
operations of the various oneratlrg departments and units
makes it I logical organisation to appraise the operations
Elmer Bailey, "Control and Audit of
Defective ^ork, Spoilage, Rerap and
Waste", The Internal auditor
,
(June,
1948), pp. 2!?-2?.

of the salvage fume tion. Since the salvage department is
handling material left after the product is produced, man-
agement should be fully informed of the ection taken in the
handling of this residue.
An alert internal auditing deoartment can save
management large sums of money by aooraislng the nresent
activities of the salvage department and by recopending
practices by which management will realize the maximum
revenue from salvage operations. The internal auditor
should investigate the methods of collection, segretation,
reclamation, and preparation of the materials for sale. The
negotiations of the sale of scran should be reviewed to see
if the greatest return possible la being obtained. The in-
ternal auditing staff should have the function of reviewing
the salvage operation to see that nroper control Is main-
tained over all scrap and waste, the often forgotten assets
of the organization.
The work of the internal auditor brings him into
contact with ooerating personnel from everv department of the
organization. In the course of an audit, the internal audit-
ing staff is brou :ht into close personal contact with the
workers in the department being audited as well as with the
work performed by these individuals. This close contact
should enable the internal auditor to aopraise the abilities
of the various individuals with considerable accuracy. In
the appraisal of the personnel, internal auditing can keep
management informed on its greatest asset, the people who

work for the company.
In commenting on the internal auditor's resonpsibil-
ity of appraising the individual employees end their relations
with the company, Thurston makes the following comments:
The internal auditor's most important job
of observation relates to personnel, an
organization's greatest asset, and one that
does not appear on its many otherwise well-
managed companies, provide for proper cust-
odianship and adequate records of every other
asset, but neglect the asset of personnel.
In such companies no one i3 specifically
charged with the custodianship of personnel,
with its maintenance and upkeep, or with
determining when personnel It fully depreciat-
ed and requires replacement. (1)
The Internal auditor should not only note the indiv-
idual who falls belov standard performance, when the work be-
ing audited shows certain defects, but also should highlight
the performance of the outstanding individual. In large or-
ganizations it is nossible for an individual to be perform-
ing one Job when his capabilities qualify him for a job of
much greater responsibility. As a result, management is not
making the most efficient use of the talent It has available.
In writing of the internal auditor a3 an unofficial
co-ordinator of ability possessed by the personnel of an or-
ganization, Brink makes the following comment:
The internal auditor has in this connection
a unique opportunity. Operating: as he norm-
ally does between individual field offices
(1)« John E« Thurston, Basic Internal Auditing
Principles and Techniques, (."cranton, ^enn-
sv Ivan la : International fextbook Company,
1949), P. 4B.

and the central headquarters , he is in a
position to know what needs for personnel
exists in the organization nd to associ-
ate the employees of particular offices
with those needs. This is to the company's
advantage in that it gets the best available
talent for th^ various cornrany nosts and
also that it encourages the entire personnel
through the knowledge that such advancement
Is nossible. (1)
The internal auditing functions also make the asset
of personnel more efficient by adding a certain psychological
impetus to tie work of the employee, "hen the organization
knows that the work is to be reviewed by a definite review
ing agency which reoorts to management, greater effort is
expended to assure that the work will approach the standards
set by management.
£ontro _1 of As sets in Outside Tran sactlons
The third type of control maintained over the
assets of the organization is that control established for
the purpose of protecting the interests of the conrany in
all transactions with parties outside of the organization.
This control would extend, to all types of contracts, both
oral and written, made by the company or for the co mutiny
.
The internal ausMLlfcing; function should be responsible for re-
viewing the terms of the contract and appraising the relat-
ionships created by the contract to determine if all the
terms are being fully carried out. This tvoe of review would
include such transactions as sales, contracts, procurement
(1). Victor ^ .T>rinfc. Internal A«5 it ing , ( r,Jew York: ftonald
Press Co., 1941), p. 362.

contracts, royalty contracts and leases. It i s not Intended
that the internal auditing department should take over the
duties of the various departments whose respcn sibility it is
to make men contracts. Father it i 3 the duty of the intern-
al auditing department, through use of accounting records
and other statistical data, to determine whether these con-
tracts have been made and are functioning along the lines of
the nolicies and procedures laid down by management
•
Sufc -contracting, while it is not carried on to as
great an great an extent as during the last v/ar, offers a
fertile field for the internal auditor to render valuable
service to management. In sub -contracting for work to be
done on a cost plus basis, it -should be agreed that the
internal auditor be allowed access to the seller* s books for
the purpose of ^eterming whether full compliance is being
made to the terms of the contract. The internal audi tor ! s
responsibility ffi ould not only extend to a review of the
clerical accuracy of the cost calculations and their appli-
cation to the ouan title* involved, but also to the inter-
pretation of the contract in regards to the factors used in
determining the cost of the various elements of production.
The Internal auditor could never be, and should
not be exnected to be, an expert in all of the technical
matters involved In *he control of the various assets of the
company, however, th» internal auditor's background should
enable him to observe all of these controls in their nrooer

prospective in relation to ovcr-o.ll or^r 'it ions • He is not
expected to be an exnert in all matters, tut he is expected
to show rood business judgment an 1 to he constantly on the
alert for all undesirable conditions with which he comes
into contact. TTe is expected to bring to management's
attention all tran saction s and conditions which are working
arainst the best interests of the company.

CHAPTKT? VII
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Internal Control
The accounting system of an organization exists
to answer the needs of management for information, protect-
ion and control. It It the function of the accounting sys-
tem to provide currently accurate and suitable information
by which management can review past performance, and on
which it can base decisions to govern future action.
Accounting records establish the accountability of individ-
uals and departments for values of assets under their control.
Lastly, accounting through the use of standards, budgets,
and predetermined routines serves as an effective instrument
of management in controlling all of the various units of
the organization. These three functions must be performed
in a manner which Is most economical and efficient in the
light of the expenditure made to secure these objectives.
Internal control is a system to aid in achieving the most
efficient operations of the accounting function. Internal
control is the method a^onted wittiin an organization to
check the clerical accuracy of the accounting figures and to
safeguard the assets of the company.
In tills chapter, internal control is reviewed
from the viewpoint of its relationship with the accounting
function. The definition set forth in Chapter I is the

wider application of internal control that may be applied to
any one of the various functions of a business. However,
the anpraisal functions of internal auditing may be applied
with equal benefit to all of the other aspects of internal
control as it is applied to the accounting aspects of intern
al control.
Thurston lists the most important principles of
internal control in safeguarding the accounting function as
follows
1* The duty and responsibility of each exec-
utive and employee must be clearly defined
to the fullest extent, particularly where
assets or transactions are susceotlble to
fraud. These duties must be distinct and
separate
.
2. Mo executive or employee should be assigned
the entire charge over both cash or other
disposable assets and the records of such
assets, except where it is out of the
question to handle them otherwise. Only
when management has fu 11 knowledge of the
problem and is willing to take a recognized,
measured risk, should this be tolerated.
3* As many executives an^ employees as possible
within the limits of prudent economy should
be injected into each transaction, so that,
to the greatest extent, the work of one will
check that of another and errors sn^ mis-
takes will have a better chance of being
avoided.
4. "henever a transaction occurs, some memor-
andum or record that can be checked must
be created. Such records should, in most
instances, be numbered serially, carefully
controlled so as to be used in seaisence and
accounted for systematically. (1)
(3). John B.Thur ston. Internal Aud iting Principles
&nA Technique s , ( '-eranton , ' Jenn sy1van!a : Inte
r
naTionai Textbook Company, 194R ) , p. 53.

The following of the listed princioles will add
definite reliability to the accounting system. However, it
should be eraoha sized that no system of internal control can
be considered adeqrate or comolete unless it includes an
agency for the apnraisal of the routines and procedures.
Even if a perfect system of internal control was devised, it
would still be necessary to have an agency responsible for
the checking of it 3 operation and maintenance. Internal aud
iting function has the responsibility for reviewing the
accounting dataj thus, it follows that it is only natural
t.nat the internal auditor should be the one to make ft»enuent
checks into the operations of internal control, The intern-
al auditor* s relations with the system of internal control
is so important that it ml ,jnt be said that the internal aud-
iting function is the keystone of internal control.
The internal auditor oerforms a trinle role in his
relation shin with internal control. These roles are: the
ascertaining of the degree of reliability of the accounting
and statistical data developed, the reviewing and appraising
of the nrocedvres and routines in terms of their adequacy
and effectiveness, and the establishment of a check over
transactions which must be left exclusively or almost exclns
ively to one employee or one department.
The old concept of the function of internal aud-
iting give the internal auditor only one rule in the system
of internal control, that of a checker of the arithmetal
correctness of the records, ^ile the work of the internal

auditing staff is still directed at appraising the accuracy
of the data reviewed, this appraisal of accurach is used
only as a starting point for an over-all anpraisal of all
the phases of internal control.
In speaking of the importance of a well-thought-
out and a well-rounded program of checking the accounting
data, *>ring say a:
The impression should not be formed that
these checking activities are to he re-
garded, lightly. These activities to a
considerable extent serve a most useful
and necessary purpose. They constitute
the basic underlying program of internal
auditing and are aimed at specific object-
ives of internal auditing. '%at is im-
portant, however, is these activities
of a police nature should be regarded as
a means and not a s an end. That is, the
major or ultimate objectives of internal
auditing are larger than the objective of
persevering the immediate status quo, and
these checking operations are only the
starting point for an additional range of
activities and services. (1)
The review of the accounting data should point
out certain facts to the internal auditor concerning the
adequacy of the system of internal control. If frequent
errors appear in the data, a weakness must be present in
the procedures or routines in use. The Internal auditor
should make a thorough analytical review of all phases of
the system of internal control. It is his duty to be able
(!)• Victor Z. Brink. Int erna 1 A ud it lng , (New
York: The Ronal d~Tre a s"7~l94 1 ) , o . 11.

to point out the definite reason for these weaknesses, weth-
er they be of the personnel Involved or the system In use.
However, the anpraissl of the Internal auditor
should go even further than the review of the current sys-
tem of internal control. Tie should review all prospective
systems or prospective changes in the present system to de-
termine whether the basic demands of internal control will
be fully met.
Budgetary Controls.
As has been pointed out in previous chapters, the
degree of success of a business is lmost wholly dependent
on the quality of its management. In order to successfully
direct a business, management must have definite control
over operations. This control is obtained only by having
an accurate account of the results of operations and ore-
determined standards to judge ttie quality of these results.
The problems of managerial control is often complicated by
the wide geographical area covered by operations and the
distance between operating units and the location of too
management.
One of the principle means of controlling opera-
tions, no matter whs re they maybe located, Is through the
use of budgets. In the use of budgets, management attempts
to set certain plans for future operations and attempts to
picture the results if these plans are carried out. Budg-
etary control Provides a means whereby management can plan
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all operations for various periods and commit the various
departments and divisions of the bttslntM to a well-eon-
si dered performance estimate, budgetary control supplies
management with a means of checking results, uncovering
weakness, and making the necessary corrections before it is
too lfite.
Pudgets to he effective must he based on certain
predetermined standards that reflect past experience, pre-
sent "business conditions and trends and predictions as to
future conditions. The close relationship between the act-
ivities of the accounting function and the great reliance
on the data gathered by the accounting function brings the
budgetary control work into the scope of the internal audit-
or's responsibility.
The internal auditor* N responsibility begins with
assuring management that data showing the results of opera-
tions for previous periods is accurate. This assurance will
aid in establishing the reasonableness of the budgetary stand-
ards. The internal auditor should d etermine that all depart-
ments compile the data accurately, and that the basis of
data compiled bv one department is comparable with the data
presented by the other d epartments . The calculation of the
budgetary data should be given the amount of analysis and
review that their importance merits. If modifications are
made in the figures submitted for determining the budgetary
standards, the internal auiitor should review the changes to
determine whether they were rande in accordance with reliable

accounting data. Such reviews tend to offset the tendency
of department s or units preperinc the budgets to leave them-
selves plenty of latitude in order to be sure of meeting
the estimates. The thorough review of the data by the in-
ternal auditing group also tends to improve the accuracy
and effectiveness of the budgets to the extent that estim-
ated costs are based noon thorough analyses of all
activities and functions.
After the budget has been prepared and nlaeed into
operation, the internal auditing group should review the
budgeted activities. The review should cover three main
phases: (1) the control oven the items budgeted, (2)
the reporting of performance under the standards set by the
budget, and (3) review of the variances from the standards.
Management initiated the budget as a method of
exercising control over the various functions of the organ-
ization. Proper balance and co-ordination of the various
Phases of onerations can be achieved only by knowing how well
the operations of the department have conformed to tlw estim-
ated operations. This conformance or no n-conformance to
the budgetary standards must be pictured in relation to the
other departments of the organization. Thus, management
needs an a gene v that will review the results of operations
from the viewpoint of budgetarv standards. This agency
should note all deviations from standards or definite trends
that appear to be away from standards. The budgetary review-
ing agency must be alert to determine whether changing

conditions require certain budgetary adjustments, and if
they are necessary, to determine to what extent should they
be made.
The internal auditor 1 s second interest in budget*
ary or>e rations is the reoorting of performance under the
budget. The reports should clearly ire sent all variances
and should disclose the reasons for the variances where they
are known. The internal auditing group's background of anal-
ytical aroraisal makes it an ideal unit for determining the
accuracy of the data reported, ~lao , the internal auditing
background should enable the group to make suggestions to the
operating personnel viiich may aid in cutting down the detail
work on the budgetary reports; thus enabling management to
receive prompter reporting of the results of operations.
The third phase of the internal auditor's work is
the investigation of the causes for undue variances from the
established standards. While the determination of the exact
causes for vrriance is often hard to make, every effort
should be expended to determine the reasons for the variances
and to make constructive recommendations for correcting the
causes §f the variance.
Departmental Audita as a_ Management Control
The internal auditing function it 3elf makes up a
control of management. Through performing departmental aud-
its and reporting to management the findings of the audits,

management can be ker-t informed of operations. It is in the
departmental audit that management is able to obtain a con-
trol of detailed operations that would otherwise he imposs-
ible without an independent appraisal agencv. The internal
auditor should review and aporaise not onlv the work of the
department but also the working conditions of the personnel.
In speaking of the broad objectives of the intern-
al aid it or in performing special deoartmental audits, it has
been said:
The objectives of the internal auditor in
all of these special deoartmental audita
is to verify the accuracy of the particular
data there developed and to evaluate the
efficiency of the processes carried on -
both internallv and as they have involved
relations with other departments. He seeks
to determine whether the particular activ-
ity is being carried on in a manner most
conducive to company interests a 3 a whole
and at the lowest possible cost. (1)
Since management is often separated from all con-
tact with the detail work of a department, the Internal
auditor should view the work of the department from the
viewpoint of the company as a whole. The various phases of
the work involved should be studied and the best methods
and practices for the v arious routines should be considered.
The internal auditor should determine whether the opportun-
ities of specialization have been fully realized in each
individual 1 s case. The internal auditorN review should
(1). Victor l« Brink, Internal Aud lting, (New
York 1 mhe Ronald Jress Co^ pffKyJ 1941 )
,
pp. 3R0-^31
.

include an anpraissl of the degree of co-ordination of the
work of one department ^ith the organ lzsti on 83 a whole.
Since the major portion of departmental ope ra-
tions are controlled by higher authority through the med-
ium of written policies and -procedures, the Internal aud-
itor's work involves acquainting management v-ith the
functioning of the policies and procedures at the department-
al level. He should infoxm management as to vfhnt extent
compliance is being made to the established nolicies and
procedures
.
"The function of internal auditing in aiding man-
agement by appraising and reviewing the operations of the
various controls can do a great deal in assuring the effic-
ient operations of the business. The individual control
placed over each seosrate function must be considered, in
the light of over-all operations. The internal auditing
staff whose basic function is const motive apnraisal and
whose scope of operations is company-wide is the logical
agency to maintain a constant watch on the operations of all
of the managerial controls.
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CHAPTER VIII
INTERNAL AUDITOR AND SgSfftfl INSTALLATION
There ii some disagreement on the thinking of the
responsibility of the internal auditing function in the field
of installation of accounting systems. The differences of
opinion arise as to whether the internal auditing department
should be in charge of shaping operations which they will
later be called on to appraise.
One school of thought argues that since the in-
ternal auditor comes into contact rith all departments of
the organization an? reviews the records of all operations,
he sl-nnild be an expert on accounting methods and systems.
They argue that the critical attitude of the auditor should
ideally suit him for constructive thinking along the best
lines of gathering and. recording accounting data.
The opposing school of thought argues that the
internal auditor engaging in systems work would be reluct-
ant to install a detailed system; the adequacy of which they
must later appraise. It is argued that in the event of fail-
ure of the system, the auditor is rlaced in both the posit-
ion of the accuser and of the accused.
The argument is also brought forward that a
special person or group should be responsible for the
installation of systems. Tt is said that since this res-
ponsibility has not definite assignment in some companies,
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It should be given to the internal auditing department, even
though it may not be compatible with the other functions of
internal auditing.
Since the work of the internal auditing department
is often planned for Ion;;; periods ahead, the time element is
brought into the argument* The backers of the theory that
installation work is not a function of internal auditing,
state that to engage, for even the shortest period of time,
in systems work would throw all of the future audits off
of schedule.
*n writing of the effect of additional work on
the internal auditing department's co-ordination w ith the
outside auditor, one authority says:
To co-ordinate properly there (the out-
side auditor) work with that of the in-
ternal auditor requires that both groups be-
gin and end each section of the audit about
the same time. It is contended that to add
to the duties of the internal auditor any
type of systems Investigation makes a co-
ordinated audit impractical, that schedules
cannot be maintained, and that the value of
the co-ordinated effort would be minimized
if not lost. (1)
The weight of opinion and practice seems to back
the principle that the internal auditor should not be given
the line author ity for the installation of accounting
sy3 tems •
(IV Philips C # ^alman, "The Internal Auditor's
Responsibility for Systems and Procedures,
The Int ernal ; uditor, (December, 1949),
pp7 30~^3T.

In a survey made of 163 internal a ud iting depart-
ments of companies situated throughout the United States,
the question wag asked as to what responsibility 1he intern-
al aid iting department had in regards to accounting systems.
The question wag phrased so that the responsibility wag
broken down into the following three categories: whether
the internal Anilting department originated accounting
routines, whether it reviewed them prior to adoption, or
whether it checked and appraised the functioning of the
routines once they were installed. The answers to the nuest
ion were groped as shown in Table 4. In regards to the find
lngs, the following remarks were made:
From this summary as well as from individual
replies, it is evident that nmny auditing
organizations perform two or even three of
these functions; but it is apparent that in
the majority of cases the auditing department
does not originate routines and procedures.
It's Principal connection with such operations
is checking and appraising the functioning
of authorized procedures* (1)
Table 4
Results of -urvey fade
in 165 internal iidTiting Departments
Extent of Responsibility Number
Originated Routines 62
Reviewed and Approved Routines "Vior to Adoption 77
Checked and Appraised the Functioning of
uthorized Routines 147
Total 1R6
(I). O.T.Rodman
,
"Report of Industrial Committee",
The Internal auditor, (June, 1945) , pp. 59-60.

#G. T. Bodman, Report of Industrial Committee,
The Internal Auditor, Hune, 1945), pp. 59-60.
v hile the majority opinion holds tint systems and
routine origination and installation should not be a respon-
sibility of the internal auditing function, the internal
auditor should have a good background in systems work. In
order to properly carry on the appraisal fnnotion, the in-
ternal auditor should have a thorough background in methods
engineering, in systems, in procedures, and in other manage-
ment control techniouea. lie should also know some of the
fundamentals of Job analysis, work simplification, work
measurement, form design and layout, and associated subject.
1 ithout this knowledge, the internal auditor would be
greatly handicapped in carrying out his responsibility of
keeping management informed of weaknesses in the existing
accounting systems.
Improving Acoo untlng Systems
"nile the Internal auditor is not usually held
resoonslble for the origination of systems, he does have
the responsibility of appraising the existing accounting
systems. Through his review of the accounting records,
he should be **ble to detect certain defects and be able to
ascertain the needs for improving the routines b^ which
the accounting data is cumulated.
The appraisal of the accounting systems is made
up of two basic procedures. The first is auditing with

the objective of determining the degree of compliance with
existing accounting instructions. If management is to real-
ize the full usefulness of the accounting data, the data
must be tS eveloned along the lines of consistent and uniform
instructions. The second nrocedure has to do with the forms
• nd method s which make up the accounting system. The intern-
al auditor should assume a definite constructive viewpoint
in order to determine what features or elements of the sys-
tem present possibilities for improvement, thus furthering
the aim of maintaining the accounting systems at a ooint of
maximum efficiency. The internal auditor should report all
opportunities for improving the existing system to the div-
ision of management most directly concerned with the matter.
Implement s of Management a
s
a Basis of Appraisal
The internal auditor V s certain implements of
management at his disposal upon which he can base his
apnraisal. Thurston lists five of these aids as follows:
1* Layout charts, against which to verify the
maintenance of office and shin eouipment.
SForms manuals, against which to check the
forms In use.
3. Methods, procedures, or standard practice
manuals, against which to substantiate that
methods and procedures are being followed
as presented.
4> Organization structure charts, against
which to verify that positions are estab-
lished as provided therein and that each
person is carrying out the activity
assigned*

5« Policy manuals, against which to check
the Dolicles being followed by the
department or unit under audit. (1)
The aids or tools of management heretofore
mentioned should act as guide posts In the internal audit-
or^ consideration of the factual or notential contribution
that each nortlon of the accounting system make s toward
providing management with operating information.
In appraising the individual d enartmental sys*
terns, the internal auditor should keen in mind the place
the department plays in the over-all picture of operations.
The departmental records merely record one segment of the
entire picture desired by management.
In sneaking of the internal auditor's need for a
broad viewpoint in the consideration of the effectiveness
of a portion of the accounting system, it has been observed:
The Accounting ^stera Is at the same time
more than the sum of its Individual parts
in the sense that the efficiency of it des-
ponds on the manner In which the parts are
coordinated and comblne.3 to nroduce the
final results. Here similar problems arise
as to whether modifications in these relat-
ionships may result In greater accuracy,
less delay, or better presentation of data,
and whether these relationships can be de-
veloped in a more economical manner. (2)
(1> John P. Thurston, "imnrovlng Accounting
Systems Through Internal Audits", The
Internal Agfl
i
tor, ( March, 194B ) , po.
(2). Victor Z. Prink, Internal Auditing, (New York:
The Ronald ?ress Ubmpany, 194l) p. 337.
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One of the elements which plays an important part
in the attainment of an efficient accounting system is in-
ternal control. As was pointed out in a previous chanter,
adequate internal control calls for a definite division of
labor and a nossible overlapping of work in order to Provide
the desired checks. ~^ince the training and background of
systems and procedure experts tend to emphasize the elements
of efficiency and economy, they may be weak when it comes to
internal control. The internal auditor in his appraisal of
the accounting systems should recognize that a need may exist
for installation of certain additional steps in order to
tighten the internal control. A proper balance between the
benefits and the cost involved must be maintained*
The Internal auditor should also appraise the
accounting system from the viewpoint of the data produced.
This appraisal would be based in part on the shortcomings of
the system as shown in the number of errors made in the re-
cording and the compiling of the data. This aopraisal should
be extended to considering the various methods of eliminating
the causes of the errors.
The function of determing the accuracy of the
accounting data is a basic responsibility of the internal
auditor. It was to answer a need for a review of the
accounting data that internal auditing was first initiated,
tthile machine accounting has advanced the accounting process
from a purely manual operation to a mechanical one ration.

the element of error continues to exist aa It does in all
human endeavor.
The nature of the errors to und by the internal aud-
itor may be classed as those of a clerical nature and those
of nrincinle. Those of a clerical nature may result from
lack or carelessness of the personnel. Those of nrincinle
may result from the lack of understanding of the account-
lng operations or faulty methods of conveying management
policies and desires to the accounting personnel. The
errora may be related directly to the accounts or to the
methods and routines used in gathering the basic information.
These errors may have resulted from defects in the original
documents, the forms used, the equipment available, the per-
sonnel factor, co-ordination between departments, or many
other causes. In any case, the internal auditor should make
a determined effort to locate the defect and notify mana&e-
ment so that the necessary action may be taken to correct
the weakness.
The discovery of fraud of any type will immed-
iate!'"' tell the internal auditor that a basic weakness
exists in the accounting system. The internal auditor
should make a study of the case histories of defalcations.
He should consider the manner in whie^ the frauds were
committed. In the li/^it of the protection against such
frauds given by the system of internal controls used in
his company.
In connection with internal control as a
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protection against fraud, the internal auditor *iould recog-
nice that it is not Possible to perfect internal control to
the roint where it is absolutely fraud proof. 'Hrus, the in-
ternal auditor is improving the accounting system through
audit programs designed to establish control over transitions
in cases whs re it is either impractical or too expensive to
work the usual checks and controls into the system.
In appraising the effectiveness of an accounting
system, the internal auditor should determine whether the
data gathered and the control maintained are worth the time
and the cost involved. The cost should be a definite con-
sideration in the review of all accounting systems. Often,
the cost factor is over-looked and data is accumulated to a
greater degree of accuracy than is needed by management.
The internal auditor with his accounting background and his
reporting resnonsibi lity to management is in a position to
co-ordinate the accounting work cith managements needs.
The internal auditor should investigate the length
of time required to assemble the final reports for manage-
ment's use. This review should not only be made to determine
the cost of assembling the final reports but al^o to deter-
mine when management has the greatest need for the report.
The value of the reports usually vary in direct proportion
to the length of time separating the transactions from the
time the data is placed in the hands of the interested
parties
.

Thurston, writing of the need for nromptness in
the preparation of reports says that the internal auditor
should ask himself:
Is rromptness sacrificed for accuracy in
unimportant details or for figures which,
from a management standpoint would be
equally satisfactory if estimated anprox-
imately? Can unnecessary steps in t>re-
par ation of statement snrl reports be
eliminated? Is the personnel responsible
adequate, both oualltatively and quantita-
tively? Can unnecessary steps in the nre-
paration of statements and renorts be
eliminated? (l)
The explanation for undue lapse of time in pre-
paration of the reports may be due to such factors as the
lack of ability of the accounting personnel, inadequacy of
the facilities with which they operate, or th e manner in
which the work they receive is channeled to them.
Another element which the in' ernal auditor should
investigate in his apnraisal of the accounting is whether
information of any kind is being accumulated when it is not
needed or is not used. In direct relation with the above
investigation, the internal auditor should determine whether
all the information needed by management is being accumul-
ated by the accounting records and whether it is bring
accumulated in its most useful form.
The above considerations go directly to the heart
(IV John Thurston, "The Responsibility of
Internal Auditing for Improving Accounting
Reports to Management", The Interna 1 Auditor ,
(June, 194R), o. P4.

of the accounting function. Pecords are kept only for man-
agement to use as a control over the operations of the bus-
iness. If sufficient records ore not being maintained to
answer management's requirements, the system is not ful-
filling its function in the organization. If needless in-
formation is being gathered, an unnecessary expense is be-
ing Incurred and again the system is in fault.
The previous considerations of the internal aud-
itor's role in the improvement of the system of recording
operating data have been made from the viewpoint of aoorais-
ing the system after It has been installed. However, the
ideal situation would be to discover the defects before the
system was placed in operation. bile the internal auditor
should not h«?ve the responsi H, llty for originating the sys-
tem, he Should have the responsibility of critically review-
ing the accounting systems or proposed changes in the exist-
ing system before they are placed in operation. A review by
the internal auditing group with the aim of correcting all
defects in a system before it i s installed will save manage-
ment the time, worry and. expense of trying to change a sys-
tem after it has been placed in operation.
The internal auditing function as an extension of
the "eyes" of management has the resnon sibllity of reviewing
the workings of the accounting system as a part of every
unit. The internal auditor should recognize breakdowns in
the systems which prevent it from being of the greatest use

to management. The defects uncovered should he promptly
reported to management along with constructive recommend-
ations for their correction. Through thoroughly performing
its duties of appraisal, the internal auditor assures man-
agement that the data on which it bases its decisions are
accurate and complete, and that it has been gathered at
tie lowest possible cost.

mCHAPTET? IX
THE HH?OHT
The internal auditor's ivork of appraising the var-
ious operations of the organization is not completed until
the results of the appraisal have been communicated to man-
agement. The auditor's report constitutes the major means
of conveying the information concerning his activities to
mana gement •
Auditing information can be compared with account-
ing information in that the efficiency with which it achieves
its objectives depends directly on the type and the extent
of the reporting. Tf management does not receive a report
of the findings of the internal auditing groun, it does not
have a basis for control over the internal auditing activ-
ities. The productiveness of the internal auditing depart-
ment can be best judged by a review of the reports of the
audits performed.
The reports of the internal auditor should not be
designed or treated as accounting reports. The reports
issued by the internal auditing group contains information
as to the efficiency of the various departments and units
reviewed and often contains recommendations for the correct-
ion of the defects uncovered. The accounting report a con-
tain data, the interpretation of which leads to control over
financial and operational functions. Thus, the difference

in content requires a different annroach by management in
the use of these two reports.
The report of the internal auditor should not
follow the form of reports issued by the outside auditor.
The latter reports are designed to serve definite profess-
ional, regulatory and legal purposes. &a a result, the
renort issued by the outside auditor is fairly rigid in
form* The internal auditor's report is written only for
the use of management, thus the wording and the content of
the report is direct at conveying the information that will
aid management in controlling the function being audited.
In a survev made by the Industries Committee of
the Institute of internal Auditors of 171 companies, it was
found that 94^ of the companies reouired written reports as
the internal auditor's method of communicating the findings
of its audits to management. (1)
Naturally the form and the content of the report
will vary with thr type of audit or review performed by the
internal auditing group. The reports may be broken down
under four major groupings. These are*
1. Report on Regular Periodic Audits
2» Report on Special Audita
3. Report on Subjects Reouirin - Immediate / ttention
4. Confidential Reports on Personnel.
(1)# Report of the Industrial Committee", The
Inte rnal And itor , ( June ,1945) , p. 60.

As was pointed out, the greater majority of the
reports made by the internal auditing group are written re-
ports. The reports classed in category three and four
could be handled in some cases by an or^l report. However,
in order to have a permanent, record not only for the guid-
ance of subsequent audits, but alt) from which to judge the
progress toward perfection in operation and management,
written reports should be the standard means of communication
of the internal auditing group.
Reasons for "rlt ten Reports
The written report is fundamental to the operations
of an active internal auditing department* The value of the
written renort lie3 in the fact that it establishes a clear
cut mean 3 of communication with all parties involved in the
auditing function.
AI30 the report can be utilized at the most oppor-
tune time if the findings are in writing. Management is
presented with all of the necessary information available
and can digest this information at the time when it is most
convenient. Moreover, the same information can be furnished
to the department heads or supervisors of the various activ-
ities audited with little or no extra effort.
The written report sets down those matters which
involve significant departures from the established policies
and procedures. It presents uie conclusions and. the re-
commendations of the internal auditing group relative to

constructive changes in the activity reviewed. The written
report thus lays the ground work for the ultimate objective
of internal audit ing- -the Promoting of management action
which will aid in more efficient operations of the various
functions of the organization.
The written report is of further general value to
management, in that it gives a review of the data relative
to the current financial and operational functions of the
company. The reports may contain financial statements, an-
alytical schedules, comments on unusual phases of operations
and data relative to the company* s efficiency and progress,
"uch information can he used by all executives regardless of
whether or not they are directly responsible for the unit
that was audited. The written report provides a convenient
medium for a review or discussion of important phases of de-
partmental operations at any time.
The written report also furnishes a permanent re-
cord of the work done by the internal auditing group,
"ince an audit may often be a one man oper tion, with little
or no direct supervision, the report gives a control over
the individual activities of the internal auditing group.
In speaking of thl3 function of the written report,
Thurston says:
Internal audit reports and the work papers
behind them provide the permanent record
of the work performed by the internal audit-
ing department and the results it ha s
accomplished. any occasions arise where it
it is of major importance to have proof that
certain matters or situations were

recognized and that action was taken
to correct them. Properly indexed and
summarized , written internal audit re-
ports constitute an important record
of the progress of departments, divis-
ions, and subsidiaries and of the bus-
iness as a whole. (l)
It should be recognized that one report is not
a complete nlcture of a department or division of the com-
pany, rather it is a chapter in the history of the division
or unit that was audited. Therefore, before every audit,
the internal auditor should acquaint himself with the prior
history of the unit he is to audit. In this way, he Is able
to obtain certain basic information that will enable him to
have a firm foundation for the audit he i3 to perform. He
should determine how the department or division has been
operated in the past and what conditions were previously
pointed out as reouiring attention. 3-he internal auditor
should determine whether the failures and defects disclosed
in previous reports have been corrected, or, if not, whether
some acceptable reasons exist for their continuance. The
written report thus sets down in a documentary fashion the
disclosures of the internal auditing group and establishes
a basis for later references to the accomplishment of the
atidit activity. It is often extremely important that proof
be available that certain matters were properly recognized
at an earlier time by the internal auditin.; group.
(Ill John B. Thurston. Basic Internal Aud itlng
and Techniques
, { ^eranton, >
Jehn sylvania :
InTerna tional Textbook co., 1949, no. 68-69.
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The close cooperation that la built up between the
internal auditor and the outside auditor is fostered through
the use of written renorts. T facilitate the work of the
outside auditor, the internal auditor should keeD him in-
formed of all auditing activities performed by the internal
auditing department. Xt is highly advisable to promote this
flow of information by forwarding to the outside auditor
copies of all the reports that relate to the work performed
by the outside auditor. If he t* satisfied with the pro-
cedures followed by the internal auditing department, he
may make only test checks on certain phases of his audit.
ks a result, the outside auditor is able to soend more time
on those operations which he considers are in need of closer
reviewing. If the outside auditor receives the reports of
the internal auditing department at the conclusion of each
audit, he la in a position to investigate 1- mediately sit-
uations he may be interested in instead of postponing such
action to the time of his regular audit, ^uch reports also
help keen the outside auditor up-to-date- with the progress
of t e business between his audits, and as a result he does
not lose time in reviewing past operations before commencing
his auditing work. In cases where written reports are not
used, or if copies of the written reoorts are not sent to
the outside auditor, the internal auditing department shold
make an effort to inform the outside auditor, either orally
or by letter, about all unusual findings ttiat may concern
him.
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Type of Written Peport s
The written reports may be classified into three
diff -rent categories: lstter, questionnaire and essay type
reports. Each type of report has a special use in commun-
icating the finds of the internal auditing department to man-
agement. The type of report selected ?#iould he governed by
the consideration of which one will best convey the informa-
tion to management in the clearest and most efficient form.
The letter tyne of report finds its greatest use
as a supplement to the carrying out of the regular auditing
activities. One of these uses i s of an administrative nat-
ure when it is used by an internal auditor who is working
in outlaying nlants as a means of reporting certain condit-
ions and who seeks further guidance from his superiors.
Again, it may be used to call the special attention of a
department head to a procedure or policy of which he may
have been ignorant. Tt may be used to confirm a fact which
has not been fully substantiated by the internal atitfitor in
his working papers. Tt is felt, however, that this system of
reporting has definite limitations when it is the only type
of report used. It represents an incomplete means of con-
veying the desired information in that it i s usually United
in length and as a result irsay be confined to • few high-
light s of the audit. Furthermore, the presentation is in-
formal and includes none of the financial statements or
schedules which are often invaluable in conveying detail

data in the essay type of report.
The o uestionnalre type of report consists of plac-
ing the findings of the audit in spaces provided for on a
printed form carrving a list of specific cues tions. One ad-
vantage of the questionnaire type of report is that it pro-
vides a uniform type of renort from all auditors performing
the same type of auiit. This type of report also provides
a definite control over the auditing methods used, since
the questions are specifically stated, the auditing work is
directed at predetermined objectives.
The great danger in the use of the questionnaire
type of report is that the auditing function tends to be-
come sterotyped with little or no new investigation proced-
ures introduced by the internal auditor. The answering of
predetermined questions are likely to become mechanical in
nature, resulting in a deficiency of constructive analysis
and comment. Moreover, there are certain complex matters,
that the auditing function should cover, which cannot be re-
duced to simple questions and answers* ?ince these matters
often call for detailed explanation, the questionnaire type
of report may be inadequate in the extent of information
furnliiied. The questionnaire type of report finds its great
est usefulness in auditing only the simpler situations where
the auditing is very routine in nature. It can also be used
as a check list or a supplemental schedule to an essay type
report.
The last type of written report, the essay type, i
the most frequently used for presenting the results of an

audit to management. This type of reoort answers the needs
in furnishing an over-all media for reporting all tyoes of
auditing activities. In discus sin - the essay type of report
and its relations to the reporting responsibility of the in-
ternal auditor, Brink lists the desired characteristics of
the report as follows:
1# Short and concise letters of trans-
mittal or introductory summaries should
be used to indicate the findings of
special importance,
2. The report should be broken up with suitable
headings to make possible greater ease of
reading and to permit the several executives
to select the matters in which they are
primarily interested.
3. Major emphasis should be placed on findings
aa to matters of special interest to manage-
ment. These would include such matters as
defective situations of major importance
and conclusions or recommendations as to new
procedure^ or policies which are of real
significance.
4. The detail of routine and minor findings
should not be given. If these matters are
touched upon at all, only general summary
statements should be made.
5* Voluminous schedules or analysis should be
avoided where possible. In the event they
are neemed necessary, aich schedules should
be placed in the appendix and discussed in
summary form in the main body of the report.
6. The report should not be crowded full of de-
tails concerning routine audit procedures
carried out. A general statement on the
scope of the audit is normally sufficient es-
pecially when the audit is based on company
manual of auditing procedures. (1)
(1) Victor Z. Brink, Managerial Control Through
Inte nal Miditing, (Stamford, Connecticut:
^rock and v*allston, 1943), p. 69

The aforementioned six characteristics are all
aimed at the objective of presenting the findings of the
internal auditing department to management in a way that
it will he of the greatest use.
The points emphasized depend to a great degree on
the parties who are to make the greatest use of the report.
The various detailed auditing operations are sometimes cited
at great length when the party to whom the report is
directed is interested primarily in the control exercised
over the ©Derations snd desires to know the methods by
which this control wan appraised. Often in reports which
are also used by the outside auditor, the reporting of the
auditing procedures used is desirous. In a report of this
type it may also be desired to make a detailed explanation
of all exceptions found and an account of adjustments made
to correct these exceptions,
Tf the internal auditing department has a standard-
ised procedure of verification and a written set of audit
procedures, the detail of the rrethods used in the audit may
be omitted. If the Procedures have been reviewed by the
outside auditor before being put into practice, the outside
auditor is only interested where auditing methods other than
the standard one3 were used and he so notified. On the
whole,
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management is seldom interested in the detailed methods of
performing the audit.
ome reports may place eraphaals on the present-
ation of financial data. The financial data should be em-
phasized only where the audit is aimed at some particular
financial operations, and the report is directed to an
officer directly interested in the financial control of the
organizat ion. The accounting records rendered through the
regular accounting system usually answers management's need
for financial data. However, in some cases the internal
auditor may mate certain analysis if the financial data
gathered by the accounting system. In such cases the pre-
sentation of financial data is the sole objective of the
report. Care must be taken in the presentation of such data
so that the results will not be a bulky document which can-
not be effectively and conveniently used by management.
Since the central theme of the internal auditing
function is the appraisal of operations, the usual auditing
report Should place emphasis on unusual or defective situa-
tions that were found. The report should provide raanage-
ment with all the Information needed for effective control
of operations without burdening the executive with mountains
of detail. The acid proof test is whether the comments and
schedules in the r^oort are of use to management and whether
they will produce maximum results with minimum effort. The
report should be a basis for management in its appraisal of

of organisational responsibility, in forming its decisions
on special actions or in its modification of current
policies and procedures.
Felease of Heports
Fxtreme care must be t^ken to see that items re-
ported are accurate before the report is released, ^e in-
ternal audit report represents a formal means of reporting
to a higher authority; thus, the ouality of the internal
aijditor's work is judged by the a ccuracv of the reports he
renders. One of the surest ways of ascertaining the accur-
acy of the report and at the same time obtaining the view-
point of the operating personnel is to discuss the report
with the head of the department or unit audited. The intern-
al auditor in the course of his work may have arrived at a
mistaken or s em i -erroneous conclusion from the facts he re-
viewed. The head o r the department or unit audited may be
able to point out certain circumstances which would make
portions of the report inaccurate or misleading. The corr-
ection or modifications of such portions will avoid later
embarrassment for the internal auditor and at the same time
present management with a more accurate picture of the sit-
uation. Moreover, the procedure of discussing the findings
of the report with the local officers responsible for the
department that wa3 audited represents a gesture of team-
work and cooperation which will tend to promote a closer
spirit between the operating and the auditing personnel.
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It will enable both uarties to get a better insight into the
work and the problems of the other. A free exchange of view-
points in regards to the findings of the internal auditor
should result in more efficient internal auditing.
In every report there are certain matters which
more or less are in the category of a confidential nature.
Such matters as may be related to attitudes, coranen sation or
efficiency of the local officers could hardly be discussed
with these officers until the renort was Presented to those
officials of management desiring the information. °>uch re-
nort s are by far in the minority, thus the greater nercent-
age of the reoorts can be discussed with the officials re-
sponsible for the unit auded before the renort is nresented
to higher management.
In an organization where the internal auditing
function operates over a wide geo graphical area, the cent-
ral internal auditing office should be the point of release
for all reports. The most satisfactory procedure found for
the preparation of reports is for the internal auditor who
performed the audit to write the report at the time the aud-
it is made. In this way certain noints that arise in the
course of writing the report may be answered at first hand.
The auditor should then send the report along wi th the file
of working papers to the central internal auditing office.
The central office will review the report and check it against
the working papers as is deemed necessary. Often the audit-

or performing the audit is 30 close to the work that he may
take certain fact:: for granted. The central office in its
review of the rerort Oftfl detect and correct statement 3 which
may be misleading or ambiguous. In reviewing the report,
Questions may I ri se wMeh call fbr further explanation. In
such cases, the auditor who reformed the audit should he
personally consulted if he is available. Once the report
has been thoroughly reviewed and is ready for formal release,
it should be released over the chief auditor's signature as
the representative of the interna 1 auditing department.
Follow*Hp
If the defects and p.rrors disclosed bf the intern-
al auditor in the report are not corrected, the entire time
and energy spent on performing the audit are wasted. In
writing of the necessity for action based on the findings
of the renort, Brink says :
The final realization of internal audit-
ing objectives is accomplished through
the realization of the audit findings in
applying the needed action. To a major
extent this la in the hand:j of manage-
ment once the matters have been reported
to the executive ^roup by the internal
auditing department. v,'hile the internal
.
auditing group cannot force management
to take action along a particular line,
it can, however, contribute to the more
efficient utilization of the audit date
in several ways. (1)
( 1). Victor Zi Frink, Internal Auditing,
(New York: The fronaTd~^ress Company,
1941), pp. 421-422.

The chief alitor as head of the internal auditing
department can be a powerful force in the organization and
can do much to induce action relative to the findings renort-
ed. He has the opportunity to clarify report data, and as
the focal point of all audit findings he has a background
which enables him to supplement the report with additional
information* By maintaining constant contact with the var-
ious activities of the company, he It in a Position to deter-
mine whether particular matters reported are being actively
followed through. In cases where he knows that findings of
the audits have been sidetracked or delayed in presentation
to the parties concerned, his constant contact with the exec-
utive group places him in a position to advance the present-
ation by calling the matter to the attention of management.
Thus, while the chief auditor is not a part of line manage-
ment, he can aid management by keeping constantly before
them matters that need their attention.
A second way in which the internal auditing group
can a Id in furthering efficient operations is through a re-
examination of defects uncovered in previous audits. Pefore
starting on an audit, the auditor in charge should review the
previous audit reoorts regarding the unit he is to audit.
He should determine what action had been taken in regards to
the recommendations made In the audit report. If no action
has been taken he should review the matter. If a change in
method is needed or a defect still exists, he should again
make the re commentation a part of his report and state th«t
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no action had been taken on a previous recommendation.
In speaking of the need for reviewing previous
audit reports, it has been said:
If each internal auditor thus reviews the pro-
ceeding report, all unfinished business will
automatically be carried forward and each year
be emphasized without the necessity of the new
auditor referring to all previous reports*
liany matters with which the Internal auditor
has to deal cannot be changed in a complete
manner within single audit periods. The pro-
gram of constructive modification must often
be pyadnal and worked over a considerable
oerlod of time. (1)
Submitting The Report
The report should be submitted to the appropriate
major execut ive as soon as possible. It is important that
the report be prepared promptly by the internal auditor since
any delay in writing the report will tend to weaken the mem-
ory of the auditor in regards to the findings of the report
and may have an adverse effect on the ouality of the report.
From the viewpoint of the activity which was audited, prompt-
ness in presenting the audit report will give greater effect-
iveness to the report, relay in making known the results of
the audit to the deop rtmental head concerned will lessen his
interest in the findings antf will peimit conditions which need
to be corrected to continue for a longer period of time.
A problem sometimes arises in the control of the
work of the internal auditing group. As an aid to controlling
ing the auditing activities the chief auditor should state
(1). Victor Brink, Internal Mid it lng 9 ( New Y rk:
The Ronald Press Company," 1941 ), p. 422.
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the period covered and perhaps attach a note to the report
goinc to the executive to whom he renorts, giving the num-
ber of man-hours Involved in performing the audit.
As a further aid to this control, Nicholson makes
the following suggestion:
I hold that the auditor should be
required to Prem re a schedule near
the end of each year which sets forth
the title of the audit and the number
of man-hours to be consumed during
each examination for the coming ^ear.
Furthermore, I believe a column should
be provided which indicated the time
spent on the last similar audit to
enable management to ask questions con-
cerning increase or decrease in
auditing hours. (1)
In regards to the above suggestion, Nicholson says
that he does not believe that the chief auditor should dis-
close to anyone, including his superior, the date on which
the audit will be performed.
In submitting the report, greot care should be
taken in preparing every portion of the report. The manner
in which a report is written and the four, in which it 1 s
submitted will have a great bearing on t*ie effect it will
have in stirring up approximate action. The report is
often the only contact that many executives have with the
internal auditing d enartment, and as a result they judge the
work of the department strictly on the reports which are
submitted to them.
( 1). Frank B. Nicholson, Report Writing",
Internal And itlng Looks Ahead
,
(New
York: The Institute "oT internal
Auditors, 1949), pp. 17-18.

CHAPTER X
THE INTERNAL AUDITOR AND THE OUTSIDE AUDI TOP
Need By Out side Auditor *or Add Itl onal Aid
The past fifteen years have seen va3t changes In
the responsibilities of both the Internal auditor and the
outside auditor or public accountant, '^he outside auditor's
field has been enlarged through the addition of new respon-
sibilities. Th^se new responsibilities have forced the out-
side auditor to seek new techniques and methods to verify
the accuracy of the statements he is called upon to certify.
As a result of this increased responsibility the outside
auditor has turned to the internal auditor for aid.
In summing up the need for close cooperation be-
tween the internal and the outside auditor, Bring observes:
Since the outside auditor cannot make a
detailed audit of all company transactions
he must rely to a considerable extent on
the adequacy of the company's internal
procedures. A substantial part of his ex-
amination is, in fact, concerned with
testing of the company's system of internal
control* Because of this dependence on In-
ternal control, the outside auditor is
definitely interested in the internal audit-
ing program. (1)
The increase in the size of the average corporation
has brought about changes in the relationship between the cor-
porate organization and the outside auditor. The relationship
(IV Victor A. Brink, Manageri al Control
Through Internal Auditing, (Stamford,
Connecticut : Brock ann alls ton, 1943) ,p»°5
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has changed from an intimate one vfa ere the outside auditor
ha 3 a firm knowledge of most of the transactions to one where
he is able to verify only the figures that have a direct
bearing on the published financial statements. In the past
the outside auditor often had a major role in the develop-
ment of the routines by which the accounting data was gathered.
He was therefore much closer to the source of the data and
could certify the financial statements with considerable con-
fidence.
The introduction of specialized accounting officers,
the increase in the number of accounting transactions and the
geographical expansion of operations have all worked to sep-
arate the outside auditor from the basic detail data of oper-
ations. The complexity of the company's operations have led
to the development of specialized procedures and routines
which are increasingly difficult for the outside auditor to
handle In the comparatively short time alioted for his work.
In writing of the increased need for specialized knowledge
in auditing technical operations, Brink states?
Certain auditing operations of the out-
side auditor are made exceedingly diffi-
cult by his lack of special knowledge
concerning the nroducts and nbysical
operations of each company. This is true,
for example, in the examination of invent-
ories, or, as another example, fixed
assets. (1)
(1). Victor Z. Brink, Managerial Cont rol "Through
Internal Audi ti ng, ( °tamFord , 0'onne c t i cn t :
^rock and vValls€on, 1943), p. R9.

The internal auditor through his dally contacts
with operations and operating personnel should have a tech-
nical background which will aid the outside auditor in his
work. Through either working with the outside auditor or
else always being available to explain certain details, the
internal auditor can save the outsldo auditor a -reat deal
of time and trouble.
The modem corooration is financed by the thous-
ands of Individuals who have no part in the management of
corDorate affairs. The stockholders depend on the published
financial statement for an accounting of the way management
is operating the business. The reliability of the published
statements must be vouched for by a competent, disinterested
outside party. It is in the role of a disinterested review-
er of the operations of the company that the outside auditor
assumes his greatest re sponsibillty. '•" ith the increased
difficulty of nerforming detailed audits, the outside audit-
or has been forced to rely more anri more on the functioning
of the internal controls of the organization for the accur-
acy of the data gathered by accounting routines, particular-
ly as these controls are related to the data developed for
the financial statements.
In the chanter on controls, it wa3 pointed out that
the internal auditor was responsible for making freouent
checks on the operations of the controls and for reporting
all cases where the controls have broken down. The depend-
ence of the outside auditor on the proper functioning of
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the internal controls has resulted In a close observance of
the methods used by the Internal auditing £roup In its
function of auditing the various phases of the organization.
The outside auditor is further interested in the
work of the internal auditing group because the internal
auditing function i3 one of making an indeoendent review
an* anpralsal of company activity from within the organiza-
tion. It is a group which carries on an activity and uses
methods en* techniques similar to those of the outside
auditor. Thus while the objectives of the two auditing
groups may not be the same, the findings of one group may
often be used bj the other in the course of their audita.
The training and the background of these two groups should
act as a supplement to each other in furnishing management
with the information it desires.
The broad, general experience of the outside audit-
or in many phases of accounting and in various types of in-
dies tries gives him a wealth of background that will be of aid
to his client* The internal auditor, on the other hand,
through his close association w^th the various phases of
operations in a particular organization i I thoroughly fam-
iliar with the technical detsils of operations, ^y work-
in | together the outside auditor can ai* the internal aud-
itor and at the same time receive important aid from the
internal auditor.
BhlXt the work of the two auditing groups supplement
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each other, their prime objectives are not the same. The
outside auditor's work is directed to the certification of
the company's financial statements, an"1 every detail of his
audit is consciously or unconsciously directed toward the
carrvin? out of that responsibility. The internal auditor's
prime objective is the review of internal operations for
the benefit of management.
Tt should be ro cognized that the primary respon-
sibility for the validity of the financial statements is
not the outside auditor but man- gement ' I responsibility.
Management has realized this more in recent year 3. The out-
side auditor often uses written confirmations signed by an
officer of the company, setting forth the officer's belief
in the accuracy of the particular set of data and at the
same time setting forth the conditions or practices which may
have a bearing on the validity of the data. The practice of
signing 3uch data has increased the realization of the comp -
any officers to the fict that they have a definite basic re-
sponsibility for the accuracv of the financial data. The
awareness to this responsibility has caused management to
look for a verifying agency to operate from with the organ-
ization. Tt is in this role of i reviewing agenc^ that the
internal auditor he s come into its important position as a
verifying agency. Tt also Provides an important illustra-
tion of the close relationship extistin^ between the two
auditing groups.
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Ooordlna tlon of --ork
Coordination between the internal auditor and the
outside auditor may he broken into two categories. Vhil
breakdown may he classed as coordination through independ-
ent audits and coordination through joint audits.
As was pointed out Previously in this chanter,
the work of the internal auditor and the "7ork of the out-
side auditor is como! ementary • Since the two auditing
groups ar<"j especially qualified to perform certain types of
auditing, coordination is often achieved by haying the out-
side auditor use the reports developed by the internal audit-
ing group*
In order to be able to make use of the work done by
the Internal auditor, the outside auditor should have i pre-
determined program of what inf or mat ion he will U3e. The out-
side auditor should confer earlv in the year with the Chief
Auditor in regard to this urogram. At this conference the
audit program should he reviewed not only as to what depart-
ments and units will he audited, but also in the light of
what auditing procedures and standards are to be followed.
The outside auditor should determine Whether the procedures
are of sufficient scope, and if the results of the audit can
be used to the fullest extent in eliminating certain phases
of his work involving detailed auditing.
In writing of this type of coordination of audit-
ing activities, Ferntz states:
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The internal auditor can, and is expected
to undertake more e xhaustive inquiries and
is likely to have a better jraap of the
technical matters involved in the comoany's
operations than has the public accountant.
Hence the internal auditor will usually be
specifically qualified and adept in
detailed investigations of particular
features of the company's financial affairs.
(1)
Every effort should be made to develope a urogram
that will eliminate duplication of effort, especially in de-
tailed verification. The outside auditor as a specialist in
his field and can often aid the internal auditor in setting
up his audit program.
Management should encourage the internal auditor
to seek the advice of the outside auditor on problems which
may arise throughout the year. Management should instruct
the outside auditor to work closely with the Internal audit-
or and to recognize the internal auditor as management's
representative in all matters relating to verification of
financial matters.
The work done by the internal auditing group can
and should be used to reduce the time spent by the outside
auditor in performing the annual audit, ^roner coordina-
tion between the two fields of auditing can be of real bene-
fit to management in the form of reduced cost of certifica-
tion, improvements in the system of internal control, and in
(IV William M. «erntz, "viewpoint of The
securities and Exchange Commission r>r»
Internal Auditing", Journa 1 of Accountancy
,
(December, 1943), p. Vf6~.

more dependable financial statements. The outside auditor
will benefit in the sense that full coordination will per-
mit him to render his most effective service at a minimum
of coat.
In 3peaking of the cost advantage in coordinat-
ing the work of the internal auditor and the outside
auditor, Brink states:
In as much as the cost of oroviding
internal auditing effort is so much
less than that of providing the ser-
vices of the outside auditor, it is to
be expected that internal auditing op-
erations will be carried on in a much
more detailed manner, The outside aud-
itor, on the other hand, will confine
his verification efforts to the matters
of greatest importance and will utilize
the test check device where the volume
of detail is goo great. (1)
peloubet suoports the theory that the internal aud-
iting department can furnish detailed audit information at
a lower cost.
Furthermore, it is generally true that
in the detailed requirements of an
internal audit staff, familiarity with
one industry, and with the client's
affairs in particular, probably make the
work of the internal auditor more effect-
ive and ^ore economical than that of the
staff of a public accountant. The latter,
however well trained generally it may be,
must, as a natural resrult of being Drepared
to meet almost any situation at short notice,
he-les.3 ex-pert in a particular industry than
a grour^ of men who have spent some time in
the employ of a client as internal auditors. (2)
(1). Victor Z .Bring , Interna l Auditing, ( New York:
The Ronald ^ress Company, 1941 ) , p. 464.
(2) . Maurice E. Peloubet, Audit ' orking p&Pftr 3 »
(^ew York: The American Institute ^ubll sh-
ing Company, 1937), p. 23.
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The chief auditor should provide the outside
auditor with precise, comprehensive information as to what
the internal auditing group has and has not accomplished in
the substantiation of the corporate accounts. The outside
auditor should be kept nosted on the current activities of
the internal auditing group through receiot of copies of
the report of each audit. If the outside auditor is able
to review the work of the Internal auditor as the year Pro-
gresses, he will be able to plan his annual audit with a
fuller understanding of the problems of his client. He will
be able to pick out the major exceptions brought to light by
the Internal auditor. The outside auditor should keep a 15 st
of these major exceptions and should make definite Inquiries
as to what action has been taken to correct th em . In cases
where he is not fully satisfied with the explanation, the out-
side auditor should make an independent review of the situ-
ation. If the outside auditor follows this tyne of action,
management can be doubly sure that thef ndings presented by
the internal auditor will be put to a beneficial use.
The contacts built up by the members of the intern-
al audit department can be of great use to the outside audit-
or. The internal auditor is familiar with the organization-
al set-up, and can often direct the outside auditor to the
right party for certain desired information. The Internal
auditor is fanllisr with the routines and procedures foll-
owed by the various units of the organization; thus he can
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aid the outside auditor by exDlainin.;: coranany methods and
practices whenever the information is desired.
The personnel of the internal auditing department
can often assist the outside auditor in the observation of
the taking of inventories and in the physical testing of
inventories. The technical asoect3 of many inventories pre-
vent the outsid e auditor from being ft llv quallifled to act
as an appraiser of the materials. If the comnany does not
have an internal auditing department whlchcoordinates its
work with the outside auditor, it woulrf be necessary for the
outside auditor to substantially extend the scone of his aud-
it so as to assure himself of the reasonableness of the in-
ventory figure. In writing of the various ways of coordin-
ating the work of the internal auditor with the outside
auditor. Prink states:
The internal auditor possesses, to some
extent, that which the outside auditor
lacks - a familiarity with technical
aspects of the company's products. This
special knowledge can be utilized effect-
ively by the outside auditor either through
a greater reliance th^t can be placed on
the internal auditor* s inventories, or
throu^i the direct use of internal audit-
ors in assisting the outside auditor when
the latter make 3 his own physical verific-
ations. It would seem that a particularly
useful and important basis of coordination
is Provided here, and one which will be
utilized to an increasing extent in the
future. (1)
(IV Victor ^« Brink, Internal Auditing ,
(2*ew York: The Konald F"res3 Comparr-,
1941), p. 473.

The outside auditor cannot rely wholly upon the
reports of the 'nternal auditor. In order to Justify his
certification in his own mind, he must still do a certain
amount of testing and sampling beyond that done by the in-
ternal auditors, however, If the internal audit reports
reflect intensive and satisfactory examinations, and if
experience .justifies reliance upon the credibility of in-
ternal audit reports, the outside auditor may safely plan
hla own nrogram with reasonable expectation that his own
testing of detail will corroborate the findings of the
internal auditor reports.
Jo lnt Audits
The term "joint audit" refers to that type of audit
in which the various phases of work are divided between the
internal auditor and the outside auditor, and arft carried out
at substantially the same time. The work performed pertains
directly to the outside auditor's function of certifying the
published financial statements.
The joint audit is of comparatively recent origin.
It was not until 1942 that joint audits achieved their full
importance. This importance resulted from the continued need
for accurate accounting while the man-power of the outside
accountants were drastically cut by the demands of the armed
force. As a result audits were planned whereby the intern-
al auditing personnel w ou Id work closely with the outside

auditor in carrying out the annual audit nrogram. A9 a re-
sult of these early efforts, management has become increas-
ingly aware of the advartbages of a well coordinated joint
audit program. The joint audit is possible because the fund
amental and primary responsibility for the pccuracy of the
financial statements rests with management and not entirely
with the outside auditor who certifies the information as
being fairly presented.
The basis of a joint audit is a well prepared,
written program that will lead to a syncroni^ati on of
effort. The extent to which such synchronization can be
achieved is dependent upon the limitations to which the out-
side auditor is willing to confine his work and to pass work
on to the internal aid! tor. The establishment of such limit
ations by the outside auditor is greatly dependent upon the
organization of the company being audited, its procedures,
and its system of internal control. The second factor in
the establishment of such limitations is the size, the cal-
iber and the status of independence of the internal audit-
ing department.
The extent to which the outside auditor may del-
egate auditing responsibilities to the internal auditor is
dependent on the judgement of the outside auditor. This
dependence is commented on by ?eloubet as follows
However, the distribution of responsi-
bility between the independent and the
internal auditor Is by no means uniform
or consistent in different organizations,
and the extent of the reliance which the
independent auditor may place on the

work of the internal audit staff is
determined by its personnel and by the
attitude of the management to its
work, (1)
Management should be ever alert for means by
which they can obtain greater effectiveness from the forces
they have available. Through the Joint effort of the two
auditing groups working toward the same objective, manage-
ment should be able to obtain more effective auditing re-
sults from the amount expended for the services of an out-
side auditor. "axon lists the results that can be achieved
by joint audits as follows:
1. The public accountant has been pro-
vided with a factual review of the
company* s methods and procedures,
which revealed any weaknesses in in-
ternal control and gives him the means
of establishing the objective existence
of the control factors.
2. The du oil cat ion of work involved in sep-
arate examinations has been eliminated.
This has saved time and effort on the
part of both staffs - Internal and
external
•
!« uggestions for simplification and improve*
ment in company procedures have been more
readily obtained and corrections more
easily effected.
4. By a careful preolanning of the work, the
audit man hours reauired have been cut
substantially.
(IV Maurice £. ?eloubet, audit 'orking
aoers
,
(New York: The American
Institute Publishing Company), n. 27
•

5. To close association with the public
accountant has increased the ouality
of the work performed by the internal
staff. (1)
Management should be ever alert for means of
o taining greater effectiveness from the forces they have
available. Through the Joint effort of the two auditing
-roups working toward the same objective, management
should be able to obtain more effective auditing results.
Aid To Interna l Auditor
A great deal has been said as to how the internal
auditing grotip can be of service to the outside auditor
through cooperation in performing the annual audit. However
this flow of service Is two ways, and the outside auditor
can exercise a tremendous influence on the internal auditing
staff.
One of the greatest of these influences exercised
by the outside auditor is in the fostering of internal aud-
iting departments in their clients organization. The out-
side auditor has been among the first to recognize that
changing conditions were making it virtually impossible for
him to perform the detailed auditing required for a thorough
review in the time alloted. They have been among the lead-
ers in recommending that internal auditing staffs be estab-
lished in order to achieve better Internal control.
(1). Carl Saxon, ''A Case history of Joint Audits"
Internal Auditing A New "anagement Technique 9
{ Stamford, Connecticut : Brock a~n3" ' alls ton,
1943), p. 101.
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The outside auditor indefinitely Interested in
utilizing the services of the internal auditing staff once
it has been established. In or 1 or to get full benefit of
the work done, the outsid e auditor is interested in the ex-
tent and the manner in which the internal auditing program
is carried out. The outside auditor being a specialist in
his field can often give advice that will aid the operations
of the internal auditing department. TTe possesses a wide
and varied background which enables him to give aid on aud-
iting problems thus increasing the internal auditor's pro-
fessional knowledge and proficient .
The outside auditor has further influenced and
aided internal auditing by supplying the neucleous of the
staff of many internal auditing departments. The outside
auditor brings to the company a vast store of knowledge which
will aid management in improving the company's own auditing
procedures and practices. Moreover, the background of the
outside auditor enables the company to adoot its auditing
activities to more effectively satisfy the needs of the
outside auditor.
In making recommendations to management for
changes or improvements in the existing systems, the in-
ternal auditor must rely on management for effecting the
recommendations. ^metimes these recommendations are
overlooked or are not acted uoon in a manner thought to be
according to the be3t accounting practices. If the
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recommendations have definite merit the outside auditor can
assist the internal auditor "by forcefully bringing these
matters to management's attention. This assistance is im-
portant because the second reco^-.aidat ion by an outside third
party will often get the desired results.
It can be seen thst the internal auditor and the
outside auditor both have a definite function to serve in
the modern business organization. The objectives of their
work are different, but the auditing orocedures used are
based on the same principles. Since these two groups follow
the same procedures, they can be of great assistance to one
another in attaining their desired objectives. The two
auditing forces in coordinating their efforts make available
to management a more complete and a more economical apnraia-
al of the company's activities then could be achieved by
either one working alone.

CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSION
Cur- rent status Of In tema 1 Air? itlng
The scope of the internal auditing function at
present varies widely from business to business. The diff-
erences in the service rendered may result from either man-
agements lack of realization of the full Dossibilities
that can be derived from an internal auditing group, or
else management realizes the possibilities but does not see
fit to give the internal auditors the authority and the in-
dependence that is needed to function at full efficiency.
The preceding chapters have developed some of the
functions of internal auditing in its relationship with man-
agement. These functions have been presented in broad gen-
eral terms rather than in detail since the detail of the
service rendered will vary according to the form of the
organization and the type of operations.
It has been pointed out that a definite need
exists for the services that the internal auditor can render
to management. In a large number of cases where internal
auditing departments have been established, management has
not received the full benefit of the internal auditor's
work. This lack of receiving a full return can be attrib-
uted to either management or the internal control. Manage-
ment has continued to look upon the internal auditor as
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part of the system of verifying the accounting records . This
narrow viewpoint has in rart been caused by the concents and
Qualifications of the internal auditor. The majority of the
internal auditors have a firm background in accounting and
have the accountant's viewpoint in oerforminr; their work.
In order to broaden their services to management, the in-
ternal auditor must have a good understanding of management's
problems. To achieve this understanding the internal auditor
should balance his accounting background with a firm ground-
ing In subjects relating to t&e science of business manage-
ment. Possibly if the name "Auditor" was not given to the
internal auditor, a better understanding would be had of
the wider scope of his work. Ther term "Auditor" carries
with it the stigma that the work done is purely in the review
of the accounting data.
The question may be raised as to why the internal
auditor should attempt to expand his activities. Is he try-
ing to enter into fields of operations where he oes not be-
long? On the contrary, a definite need exists to keep man-
agement informed as to the progress of all operations. The
accounting data, which the Internal auditor reviews, stems
from all of the functions of the business. The internal aud-
itor is a reviewing agencv for this accounting data thus it
is only natural that it exoands its activities into those
fields which are only indirectly concerned with accounting.
As a result of the increased complexity of op rations, man-
agement has turned to internal auditing as the logical

answer to many of its oontrol problems.
Future Prospects For Internal And itlng
Over the long run a function or a department of a
business organization will develop In a manner which is
justified by its ability to satisfy certain business needs.
The extent of this developement will d eoend on both the re-
cognition of the need by management and the qualifications
of the men who work out the techniques to satisfy the need.
The increased understanding of internal auditing
by management will lead to the improvement of the depart-
men^s status in the organization and will be the major fact
or in fostering the continued rapid growth Qf internal audit
ing. The better understanding of internal auditing will al-
so lead to the employment of more capable personnel, and
the general development of greater cooperation with their
work.
One of the fields in which internal auditing will
have a great exoansion of Its service is in the development
of I more effective kind of cooperation between the intern-
al auditor and the outside auditor. This coordination is
particularly desirable in that by being relieved of a great-
er amount of detailed verification, the outside auditor will
be able to direct his energies into channels for which he is
especially qualified.
The field of internal auditing has vast potential-
ities for service to management. ?4any organizations have

only scratched the surface of the services that they can
gain from internal auditing. At tiiae £*oes on these
nos3ihle services will be recognized and Internal auditing
will continue to grow to meet the increased demands placed
uoon It.
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